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Growing up in a predominately female family, I spent many hours at my
grandmother's kitchen table with all my boisterous aunts gathered around. When anyone
comes for a visit, my grandmother immediately puts on the coffee and if the group
consists solely of female relatives, the tub of nail polish seems to make its way to the
.table. The smell of coffee and nail polish along with the sound of the sisters' laughter
formed the backdrop for many impromptu versions of our family history. A now waning
tradition, those times created some of my favorite childhood memories and gave me a
real sense of belonging and family. Along with those.memories remain several dozen
historical documents, several hundred old photographs and countless bits and pieces that
intrigued me into this attempt at piecing it all together. This work recounts the history of
a rural Floridian family through maternal lineage, using largely primary sources that
present opportunity for much personal interpretation.
With my great-grandmother's journal written in the late 1960s and her diary that
she kept from 1954-1958, as well as my grandmother to interview along with her brother,
who wrote a seventy-three page memoir, I figured a meticulous and straightforward
historical synthesis as a solid goal. I found a heap of tax records and land documents that
I used to make plot maps and create a timeline with which to cross-reference the less
reliable information. Samples of the most relevant documents are included in
appendixes, along with a complete transcription of my great-grandmother's journal. A
genealogical descendant tree located)lt the end of this introduction helps clarify
relationships for the reader. Even with all this information, a synthesis did not come
easily, as I encountered many challenges.
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1 learned early in the process that no single piece of information holds the entire
truth. I found inaccurate and conflicting census records, and incorrect spellings that led
me down the wrong path a time or two. Even our most valuable sources, the memories of
living relatives, and the journals of passed relatives, occasionally contradict documentary
sources. Asking the same person the same question twice can sometimes garner
conflicting information as well. Deciphering the stack of original documents presented
more problems. Of the late 19th and early 20th Century documents-in my collection, many
exhibit a dreadfully fancy handwriting that became a task to read, and coupled with
ridiculously tedious legal descriptions made interpretation quite the chore. Since my
great-grandfather dealt largely in land transactions, there was also the venture of plotting
areas onto maps from legal descriptions such as: "Wl/2 ofNEl/4 LESS LOT BEG AT
NW COR & RUNE 1320 FT S 560FT W 660FT N 53 DEG W 290FT N 87 DEG
W200 FT S ... " This composed another tedious project, forcing the acquisition of a skill
at which I am now proudly competent. This undertaking forced many ~ompetencies upon
me, including imaginative descriptions.
The aim of this work is to provide more than just the nuts ~d bolts of our family
~

story. I hope to paint a picture of the people that make up the story using my own ideas
to create descriptions of what they may have been like as individuals. The chapters are
titled with family surnames, beginning with my maternal great-grandmother as a child
and consecutive chapters follow her surnames as she marries twice and then change to
her daughter' s. Each chapter begins with a photograph and an imaginative depiction of
one of the major characters of that chapter. Written in an almost screen-play style, these
italicized opening descriptions are meant to capture the essence of the person in a way

3
that a more traditional style could not. 'Throughout this endeavor I developed intense and
intimate relationships with my predecessors through their surviving personal effects and

this work exposes those perceptions.
Sitting among a stack of documents and diaries, thinking of the responses in the
oral interviews, trying out my own interpretations in my mind, I am reminded of the old ·
child's game, "pass-it-on." This game requires that the first player think of a rhyme and
whisper it to the next player, and the second in line whisper it to the next, and so on until
it reaches the last in line, who shouts it out loudly. Although I tried diligently at an
objective presentation of facts, italicizing the blatantly imaginative parts, my perspective
surely influenced the outcome. As last in line, I do hope that this paper resembles the
original whisper.
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THE WALKERS

c. 1891 , Lake County
Winiford and Oren with their first tlu·ee children.
From left: D.E., Minnie Lee, and Mattie Mae
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Hidden away in her room, all tucked into her self-made macrame shawl, rocking
gently back and forth, my great-grandmother remained a mystery that I did not want to
uncover. As a girl ofabout five or six seeing her in what I perceived as my
grandmother's house in that room that only my gral}dmother seemed to enter and on;
official business at that, I was afraid. All of her great-grandchildren were encouraged to
visit with her and she always kept a jar ofhard candy within arms reach ofher simple
country style white rocking chair. Lemon Drops or candy sticks filled the glass jar, but
they seemed old and melted together. Oh how I longedfor thos,e candies. I frequently
begged anyone I could to fetch a piece for me but never had any luck, as my grandmother
insisted that I go ask her myself. "How could I?" I thought, "she must be a thousand
years ole! and she may not speak English. " I often peeked in the door, which always
remained slightly open, planning my path to the candy. There she sat rocking, and
looking straight ahead, her silvery hair pulled back, and her face deeply wrinkled, just
rocking.

"Ifshe were normal she would sit in the kitchen with the rest ofus, " I thought.

I do not remember her death; strangely however, I remember feeling somewhat relieved
by her absence. I suppose I thought obtaining the candy might pose less ofa conundrum
without her guard. Sadly, the candy jar disappeared with her, and I missed our game.
Unfortunately, almost thirty years passed before I challenged my ridiculous
childhood assumptions of my great-grandmother, Mattie Mae Walker. All these years I
envisioned her sitting in her rocker, me at the start ofa long tunnel and she at the other
end. With all that darkness in between, I kept myselfquite clear ofexploring the
distance. During conversations with my grandmother, I began to see another side of

)
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Mattie Mae; the competent mother that she was for my grandmother. I began realizing
that she was not merely a visitor in my grandmother's house, but rather a generous
hostess allowing my grandmother and everyone else to make themselves comfortable.
What a revelation. My grandmother told me of the bread her mother made, and of the
I

way she sat the dough on the table to rise all day long. She told me about the grits

preparedfor dinner and the hand sewn feed-sack dresses. When my grandmother shared
the memory ofsitting on the front porch swing as a child nibbling away on a biscuit with
honey all by herselfwhile her older siblings hurried off to school, the tunnel surrounding
Mattie began to broaden. Nevertheless, those old fearful feelings reemerged. My tunnelview broadened but I remained afraid ofcrossing through. A recent mother myself, I
wonder what she thinks of me, surely she is a better mother than 1 Even with so many
luxuries that she could not even dream of, !.complain loudly ofall the work that is
I

motherhood. !feel weak in comparison with her.
Then my grandmother shared with me her mother's diary. We sat together
taking turns reading aloud until.;,e finished all twenty-six handwritten pages. We
laughed at the way she talked about some i17- her community, and we cried reading ofmy
great-grandfather's death. What an incredible gift she left within those pages. My
tunnel~view grew

wider until I could see past her silvery hair and her efficient mothering

skills. I could sense her real personality through the pages: a very smart, introverted
young girl who kept herself on the perimeters ofsocial circles yet remained in touch with
her times through her reflective, analytical nature. The descriptions ofher relatives and
surroundings leave one with the impression that she was a bit brighter than her role
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allowed her to show, and although well liked in the community, she was not fully
' appreciated. I find myselfadmiring her, yet intimidated and even still a bit afraid.
When I began the task oftranscribing her diary, lingering on each word, my
tunnel-view opened wide and the dark distance between us transformed to bright blue. I
see her shy girlhood, proudly completing schoolwork, and longing for acceptance. Eager
to please those around her and delighting in the affairs ofthe community while
maintaining a safe distance, she was nevertheless uncertain of herself. A bit .
uncomfortable in her own skin during her youth, she blooms after her late marriage to a
man twenty-jive years her senior. A congenial woman enjoying her life, she grows into
the competent mother ofwhom my grandmother speaks, then into the reflective
grandmother that left us her diary. Finally, she became the kind, quiet soul that kept
candies ever near, constantly enticing the company ofher naive great-grandchildren.

9

This account of one family's history begins on October 22, 1853 with the birth of my

maternal great-great-grandfather, Oren Archibald Walker. Born in a rural community of

ozark County, Missouri, known for its grist and saw mills as well as agriculture, 1 it is
not known exactly when Oren came to Florida from Missouri; however, the federal
census of 1880 shows him living in Orange County, formerly known as Mosquito
County? He and his wife homesteaded in the northwest area of Orange County in a small
village called Cassia, about twenty miles south of Apopka. Similar to the home he left in
Missouri, the town centered around a sawmill. 3 His household then consisted of himself,
his wife Winiford, and a daughter named Winnie, aged five months, bom in January
1880. The senior Winnie reported her birthplace as Florida in the year 1856 and reported
that her parents, Nancy Turner and William Andrew Davis were from Georgia.4 I
stumbled upon the gravestone of Nancy Turner in Seffuer Cemetery, in close proximity
to Oren's and Williford's graves, that reads "Nancy wife ofW.A. Davis ... DIED 1907."
Since I did not find a stone for Mr. Davis, I presume that he died before the Walkers
moved to Hillsborough County and remains interred in Orange or Lake County. Perhaps
Nancy Turner came to live with the Walkers upon the death of her husband, which
explains the close arrangement of their headstones in Seffner. Also in the 1880 census,
Oren listed '~Hotel Keeper" as his occupation and reported that his parents were from
Missouri.

1

Homer F. Fellows, A Reminiscent History: The Ozark Region (Chicago: Goodspeed Brothers, Publishers,
1894), 26.
2
William Fremont Blackman, History of Orange County Florida: Narrative and Biographical (Chuluta:
Mickler House, 1927), 19.
3
Mattie Mae Walker, February 1966, transcript in the hand of Mattie Mae Walker, in possession of the
author.
4
Nancy Turner, born in 1835, married William Andrew Davis and bore at least three children; William,
Jefferson, and Winiford. Her mother, Lydia Werner, born sometime between 1779 and 1814, is the oldest
known person on our family tree.
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The special census taken by the State of Florida in June 18851ists him as O.A.
Walker, age 28 (incorrect) and his occupation as "Farmer." This census shows two
children, E. Walker: aged three years, born in Florida, and O.A. Walker: a son born in
March 1885. The report does not list the daughter Winnie, suggesting that she died
sometime between the years of 1880 and 1885.
Although the 1900 census found the family in Lake County, they probably lived
in the same place listed in the 1880 and 1885 census counts, since Lake County was
formed from the northwest part of Orange County and the east part of Sumter County in
1887.5 At this time the family consisted of:
Oren A. Walker, age 46
Williford (wife), age 43
D.E. (daughter), born in March 1882, age 18
Minnie Lee (daughter), born in May 1885, age 15
Mattie Mae (daughter), born in April1889, age 11
Francis Pearl (daughter), born in May 1895, age 5
J.R. (son), born in April1893, age 8
They reported having nine children, with five surviving. The 1900 census also reports
the birthplace of Oren's parents as North Carolina. While Winiford reported, contrary to
the previous poll that she was born in Georgia, she con:finned that the year of her birth
was, in fact, 1856, and added that her husband Oren was born in Missouri in 1853. She
also reported this as both her and Oren's first marriage. At this time the family resided in
Cassia, located in precinct number five and Oren listed his occupation as "Carpenter."

5

Jerrell H. Shofuer, History ofApopka and Northwest Orange County, Florida (Tallahassee, Rose Printing
Company, Inc., 1982), 34.

'::J
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Oren and Winiford probably married in 1879, since this report indicates their
marriage of twenty years and they already had a five-month-old child in January of 1880.

They likely married in Orange County; my search for documentary evidence of their
marriage continues.
By the 1910 census the family had moved to Hillsborough County and had
produced another child, Carrie Marie. This census again reports Oren' s birthplace as
Missouri and Williford' s as Georgia. Throughout the records, variations of spelling add to
the already confusing task involved with any genealogical undertaking. I found Oren
listed as O.A.,Orrin, and Oren; and Winiford also referred to as Winifred, while her
gravestone reads Winnieford. For this work, I chose the most commonly listed
references: Oren and Winiford.
Only eight years old at its onset, Oren was born too late to serve in the Civil War.
His occupation changes several times on the census records and, according to their
daughter's diary, after the "big freeze" when most folks left town, Oren and Williford
"did the best they could to hold on to their old homestead."6 Oren " was away from home
working odd jobs most of the time" and then left for Tampa working for his brother,
returning home only once or twice a year. 7 Oren' s brother, B.F. Walker, owned one of
several contracting companies hired by H .B. Plant for construction of his grand hotel.

8

In the late 1800s, the Walkers witnessed the planning stages ofH.B. Plant' s
Railroad initially expected to connect rural areas such as Lake County and Plant City,
creating access to the greater area and Tampa. The population of Hillsborough County

.' ,

\
6

Her comment about the "big freeze" probably refers to the Great Freeze of 1895.
Walker Diary.
8
Theresa Loise Egbert, Phone conversation with author, 13 August 2003 .
7
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reached 5,814 at the time. 9 Although businesses began lining the proposed route of the
railroad, Orange County remained largely isolated. The Walkers knew a frontier-like
Florida that today we can only glimpse through photos or experience superficially while
visiting a preserve of some sort. The authors of, Plant City: Its Origin and History,
describe an early scene, "The forest was full of wild beast such as Bear, Panther, Wolves,
and other smaller animals ... as for meat, it was no object, Wild Turkey and Deer were in
abundance and plenty offish."

10

They knew a wild Florida, so wild in fact that in 1889

the Hog Law passed in objection to the previous order that "everyone in town be notified
to fix their houses to keep the hogs out." The Hog La:w said that any hogs roaming the
street "shall be put in a pound ... "

11

An interview with my grandmother, Theresa Louise Fletcher Egbert, revisits the

early Florida .of their time. She told a favorite story that her grandmother passed down to
her mother. One night while Oren was away, Winif~rd heard a ruckus outside; the
chickens squawked while the horses neighed and ran about. Winiford decided to have a
look. Just as she squatted down to check the chickens, a Florida panther jumped
overhead.

12

She darted back to the house and tried to settle herself. She hid behind the

headboard ofth~ bed and listened as she heard drums beating in the distance. After a
minute or so, she came to realize that the drums were that of her own heart pounding. As
the story goes, the next morning she discovered claw marks on the front door of the
house!

9

Quintilla Geer Bruton and David E. Bailely, Jr., Plant City: Its Origin and History (Winston-Salem:
Hunter
Publishing Company, 1984), 53.
10

lb'd
I ., 33 .

Ibid., 88.
"Checking the chickens," is the excuse our family generally tells for the sake of polite society, however
she actually squatted down to relieve her bladder.
II
12
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Theresa also remembers her mother describing the chilling sound of the panther's

call, "like a baby crying," she says. As a young girl in the latel920s, my grandmother
also remembers a wild Florida: "the orange trees were much bigger then and the branches
bung all the way down to the ground." Family stories as these contrast starkly with the
Florida of this generation. In 2003, Florida's wild bits scarcely exist, the Florida Panther
haunts only the endangered species list, and traffic and pavement dominate the landscape.
Although, the Walkers were not a wealthy family, Mattie Mae's diary reveals a
satisfied contentment both economically and with their role in the community. She refers
to her family as "respectable, middle class, church going" folks and writes,
I did live a life of security. Our home was our own and all that was in it
belonged to us. Sometimes the eating got scarce, but we ate and if I had
two new dresses to start to school, I was happy. The Woffard's were our real
poor folks of the community. Mother was very kind to Mrs, Woffard for she felt
sorry for her and said that old lazy braggy husband was enough to run any
woman crazy.

Despite this respectability, Winiford grew discouraged after a freeze killed the
few orange trees that she planned to harvest. Since Oren spent so mu~h time away in
Tampa, she agreed to sell the old homestead and move to Hillsborough County. On
December 26, 1906-, they traveled to the "bustling little tourist town" of Valrico. At fust
making their home in a boarding house, they enjoyed the little town that centered around
a·sawmill. Mattie Mae's two younger sisters attended the Valrico School, but at the age
of seventeen she decided to forego further education, mainly because of the cost of
books. When the sawmill closed, life became dull and Mattie Mae traveled to Port
Orange, on the East Coast of Florida to work with her sister in a boarding house. When

~ ·-

she returned to Valrico, she found that her parents had begun picking strawberries and
rather than stay home alone, she decided she would join them. "Strawberry picking was a

·,
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big boom" for someone who had lived in a small community all of her life with no way
of earning money. The whole family picked berries on the Wheeler' s farm and earned
two and a half cents a quart, which ''was lots of money if you were a good picker." Mr.
and Mrs. Wheeler teased Mattie Mae frequently about her unmarried status, telling her

that they "l.qiew an old widower who had just barrels full of money and was looking for a
wife." Mrs. Wheeler finally succeeded in introducing the pair during a gathering at the
Walker's home.

13

The very outgoing and friendly Winiford loved company. One Sunday afternoon
while the Walkers' "t" shaped was house filled with guests, and Oten enjoyed a game of
croquet with the senior Mrs. Wheeler, "here comes a shinning top buggy and a fine
looking Bay mare pulling it." The buggy drawn by Mr. James Rufus Fletcher carried the
younger Mrs. Wheeler and her boys.
When Mr. Fletcher came in, he knew most of the crowd, which made Mattie Mae
feel "about as big as a two-cent piece." Mrs. Wheeler invited Mattie Mae back for dinner
and, of course, Mr. Fletcher drove them "in style." After supper,
the old folks wasn't long in going to bed and left me to entertain him.
Well the flpor was uneven and as he would rock, his rocker kept inching
up closer to mine and I would hitch mine further away. Finally, he said,
"this chair has got sense." After he finally got me hemmed up against
the wall he tried to hold my hand, which I thought was awful on such a
short acquaintance.

After that .first night at Mrs. Wheeler' s, Oren decided that he should inform himself of the
conversation that he overheard between Mattie Mae and her mother, quipping that
"Fletcher was too fast." When Winifred explained that Fletcher only tried to hold Mattie

~
13

Walker Diary.
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Mae's band, Oren relaxed and muttered "hump by jiminy" (his favorite saying) and from
then on Mattie Mae "belonged to Fletcher as far as they (her parents) were concerned."

14

During their courting days, they went on dates to camp meetings and political
candidates' picnics, riding in that "fine top buggy and high stepping mare," that was "an
attraction for any girl."

15

'-

For two years or so this was an -on and off affair, much longer

than Winiford thought necessary. Nevertheless, Mr. Fletcher sought many repairs on the
old house before marrying Mattie Mae and since a "successful strawberry grower and
truck grower cannot do much else," she excused the delay of their wedding.

16

They

finally married on Christmas day 1909, in Valrico. 17

14

Ibid.
A camp meeting in this context refers to a church service held outside, usually under a tent, hosting a
uest preacher from another town.
6
Truck grower here refers to a type of farming in which the farmer remained independent of contrac~ and
corporations that required one to grow certain quantities of certain goods. A truck grower generally grew
Wh~t he pleased, loaded the goods on a small truck or wagon each day and drove to a market or a train
~~bon where he could negotiate a price from distributors.
Walker Diary.
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Holding his old papers I see his hands- the brown, sepia colored hands ofmy
great-grandfather. Just flashes, then back to my own. Just a glimpse ofhis hands
holding these papers as my own hold them now. These papers meant something to him.
This is his life. In the old brown, sepia color, I see him standing with a hand on his hip
holding back his jacket, smoothly turning a tiny wedged stick ofwood in his mouth,
holding these papers, and surveying the lands that are his own. I can see his hat and his

gritty hair. I know his smell and the way he moves. I know his smart eyes, squinted by
the sun, and the lines around them. They come in flashes with the heat and wind and
these visions turn a circle. I have a 360-degree continuously rotating view. He looks out
over his lands; he knows so much, he worked hard. He has a sincere laugh and a strong,
thin, rugged face. He somehow knows I write this. I waited too long. I let too much time
pass. He died too early. He looks down at the papers in his hands, takes the woodfrom
his mouth, pierces the pages together, and folds them into his pocket. I smell the slight
hot breath ofair that passes him. I know this land and this air. I know the scene. I feel it
inside ofme; I know when it is just right outside. I know what he knows. He 's young,
alive and on his land. With one hand still around the papers in his pocket, his eyes
change and his lips curve into a slight smirk as he ponders his next. business speculation.
My sepia, circle-view closes as he turns slightly to the south and walks toward his house
where his evening meal surely awaits him. I cannot quite smell the meal; I only imai'ine
that it waits. This is his paper trail. This is his life. James Rufus Fletcher, father ofmy
mother 's mother.

James Rufus Fletcher, known as Jim and hereinafter referred to as such, remains a
complex mystery. Born in Mississippi in 1864 to his mother Amanda and father, (name
unknown), Jim came to Florida as an adult probably sometime during the 1880s. Family
lore has it that he moved to Florida after fleeing to Texas, when one of his brothers killed
8

man for insulting their mother. With the exception of the guilty brother, who remained

in Texas, the Fletcher family drove a mule team to Florida, making it their home. I
cannot be sure how it all transpired, but a homestead certificate shows that an A. M.
Fletcher, presumably their mother, purchased a piece of land in Marion County, Florida,
for two dollars on May 21,1888.

18

A female's name on the deed suggests her widowed

status, but one can only guess at the circumstances surrounding the family. All adults at
the time, her sons most likely stayed with her on her homestead for only a short time until
they relocated, forging .lives of their own. Amanda bore one daughter that I know of and
at least four other sons: Robert E., George, Tom, and another ofunlmown name.
The only evidence I found of Maggie Fletcher, the older sister of my greatgrandfather, lies in a reference to her in my great-grandmother's diary. She writes:
I liked to visit his old acquaintances and especially his sister, she was much older than
Mr. Fletcher as him and his brother Bob were the two youngest children. So all of Sister Maggies
children were older than me except the last two Leila and Arthur, Leila was 16 or 17 and the boy
was 6 or 7, and cute as could be I always had a special place in my heart for him. All Maggies
children were married but three and he got married pretty soon after we did.

This brief passage is all that we know of her, fortunately her brothers left a more easily
discemable trail.

Robert Fletcher became a prominent Plant City businessman, and served as City
Commissioner from 1908 to 1911 . Quintilla Bruton and David Bailey Jr. included him in
18

0 . . 1
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ngma Homestead Certificate, in possession of author, see appendiX 4.
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list of"everyone of influence" in their book, Plant City: Its Origin and History. His

home on Baker Street garnered the designation of a Historic Site and has since been
restored and moved to the small town of Cork that it may remain in tact. His son, Robert
i

Milton Fletcher, who founded one of the first Ford dealerships in Florida at only eighteen
years of age, is noted in Bruton and Bailey's book for his imaginative salesmanship.
They write that during the 1920s,
he considered groceries so costly and his Fords so cheap that he had L.O. McEachern
Grocery fill a Ford with groceries to display in his showroom window with a placard
which read, "Buy a Ford, fill it up with groceries, and you've got what it would cost to
buy another low-priced car in the S<Wle class." 19

After his death, his wife, Nita Fletcher, ran the dealership and became a prominent and
popular businesswoman. Their daughter, Catherine Fletcher, held the title of"Strawberry
Festival Queen" in 1940.
Tom Fletcher a well-known builder in Plant City had a son, Raleigh, who became
a leading builder ofhis generation. Several of their buildings in Plant City carry the
Historical Landmark designation and have been preserved or restored as such. At this
time, I know nothing of the other brother who came to Florida, nor of the "guilty"
brother, who reportedly remained in Texas.

Jim Fletcher, my enterprising great-grandfather, purchased several hundred acres
ofland in Plant City as well as one lot in the Little Cuba subdivision ofYbor City. It
appears that he acquired much ofl:ris land by capitalizing upon the economic misfortune
of others. When land taxes went unpaid, the state held the land for auction at a minimal
price plus the cost of the unpaid back taxes. An October 1888 receipt of taxes paid for the
year 1887 for a plot ofland of approximately forty acres along with a Deed and a

19

Bruton and Bailey, 191.

20
Redemption Certificate for the same land in the year 1888 lends the earliest evidence of

this process. This particular transaction cost him the two dollars of back taxes plus
$99.82 for forty acres ofland. Another indicator ofhis method lies in a 1895 tax
certificate signed by J.R. Fletcher:
for the sum of eight dollars and twenty one cents, said sum being the amount due and
unpaid for taxes, costs and charges on the described lands for the year of Our Lord, one
hundred eight thousand and ninety four, that C.B. Collins, Treas., or his assigns will
therefore be entitled to a deed of conveyance of such lands in accordance with law, unless
the same shall be redeemed within two years by payment of the said amount with interest
at the rate of25 per cent annum. 20

Later documents also describe this process, although some suggest that he paid
the back taxes before the land went to auction and then paid the owner an even lower
price than he would have paid the state for the land. Perhaps this saved the selling family
some embarrassment while providing them at least a small sum for their land rather than
surrendering the lands to the State.
The surviving tax records indicate only forty acres in 1902. The next existing
taxes record of 1905 lists the previous property as well as another plot of land consisting
of approximately one hundred and twenty acres. My collection of documents includes a
Deed ofMr. B. Hawkins, another ofB.W. Branch, both from 1902, and a Bond for Title
ofL.M. McCoy from 1903. These documents, addressed to J.R. Fletcher, folded for
mailing and possessing the handwritten amount of the postage paid, suggest that he
purchased his second plot of lands directly from the individuals.
A.V. Bivens signed over the Warranty Deed, for the lot in Little Cuba Subdivision
for one hundred twenty five dollars on May 1, 1909. However, a receipt for six dollars,
dated March 5, 1907 with a handwritten note reading, "for lots in Little Cuba," could
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Original document, in possession of author, see 11ppendix 5.
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indicate that he already owned other lots, The scenario probably resembled that of the
previous purchases, in which Jim paid the taxes on the land before he actually owned it.

(
I

The plural reference to "lots" most likely refers to the same plot of land that started out as
two lots on county tax maps and became only one lot in a future revision, since all future
rec~rds indicate only one lot. The receipt provides no specific information on the nature

of the six·dollar payment, although I think one may safely presume it was a tax payment.
On May 9, 1910, another eighty acres became Fletcher property, shown by a
'

Warranty Deed from B. W . and Missouri Branch, for the goodly sum of two hundred
dollars. The next existing tax record for the year1913 shows a total of two hundred forty
four acres in addition to one lot in Little Cuba. Therefore, he may have sold some of his
land in the three-year interim or the records accounting for the remainder of the land did
not survive. The pin holes at the top comers of the pages hold evidence of such a
possibility, as do the 1916 records that assume two pages.
Another twenty acres came from D.M. Thomas in 1917 in the same fashion, but
the deal came at a much higher price: this endeavor cost him six hundred fifty dollars. In
1921 another forty acres became his, purchased from Hugh Brady White for the sum of
five hundred dollars. Ten more acres from Sarah Roberts in 1921 and another forty from
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company in 1923 brought him a total of at least two hundred
seventy acres of land in the Plant City area ofHillsborough ~ounty. This number
represents the information found in surviving original docwnents, but is probably not
exact.
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While Jim Fletcher occupied himself with the business of snatching up land, Plant
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City faced many challenges that encouraged the success of enterprisers such as my great-
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grandfather. In 1895, still not fully recovered from a severe yellow fever epidemic, the
Plant City community experienced its worst freeze since 183 5. So dire were the effects
on the town's economy that the business of the entire town becarne devastatingly slow.

21

Many early mercantile and farming pioneers gave up their businesses and embarked on
new careers. 22 Many farmers changed from growing oranges to growing strawberries
which could endure colder conditions. By the turn of the century, growing strawberries
had become increasingly popular and profitable?3 Timber harvesting also rose, as a
reaction to the Big Freeze, and Plant City became known as a small mill-town.

In 1907, two fires devastated the city almost wiping out the entire town. As part
of a recovery effort, The Plant City Courier "issued a special promotional mail-away
edition to tell the world about Plant City."24 The edition, titled "Plant City, Florida,
Speeding Toward a Goal of Brilliant Destiny," invites readers to "seek a new world .. .in
this God-favored section" and concludes with:
It may be said in all candor that Plant City possesses all the elements essential to a steady
growth on a lasting foundation. As a class the people are intelligent and highly cultured,
and the business men are liberal, progressive and enterprising. If the reader seeks a
southern home where the climate and soil are all that heart could wish; where plenty,
peace and profit may be found, where hearts and hands and homes are open to the
deserving, let him heed to the call of Plant City, the gem of small towns, and we pledge
to all a cordial welcome. 25

The aftermath of the fires sparked a new fervor of activities promoting community
growth and brought new investors. By 1914, Plant City's population was approaching
three thousand. Real estate value continued rising through the 1920s, and having

21

Bruton and Bailey, 105.
Ibid., 106.
:Ibid., 115.
25· Ibid., 163.
Captain Francis Merrin, editor and founder, "Plant City, Speeding Toward a Goal of Brilliant Destiny,"
Plant City Courier, day illegible, Apri11908.
22
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purchased his land during the recovery period from the yellow fever and fire, the value of
Jim's holdings increased dramatically. His plans to sell most of the land in 1925 would
have turned a great profit and sustained the family through the depression, were it not for
his death in July of that year.
He took advantage of every opportunity; as one of the earliest strawberry farmers
he maintained hundreds of acres of berries and employed many tenant farmers. He also
kept several other large crops, mainly oranges, as well as small truck-crops consisting of
seasonal vegetables. He owned stock in the Crank.less Engine Company, 3 in 1
Laboratories, and the Non-Acid Fertilizer and Chemical Company.
With the assistance of his brothers, he built several houses on his property, which
were used by sharecroppers and their families. In the Plant City area, sharecroppers were
typically poor white families or relatives of the land owner. My grandmother explained,
"all our families were white, you would not have had Blacks living in houses on your
property at that time ... when we needed extra help when the strawberries came in, Daddy
would drive his truck to their neighborhood and bring a group of Blacks for day labor."
Jim provided housing for his sharecroppers and shared a percentage of the crops with
llh-a

them. According to my grandmother, the families stayed for long periods of time, as they
were happy to have honest employers. Her step-father created a park for the families,
with a picnic table and a swing made from a potato sack and rope, where all the children
played together, including the Fletcher children. Every winter he placed a Christmas tree

in the park and the sharecroppers and the Fletchers celebrated Christmas Eve together
exchanging gifts.26

26

Theresa Loise Egbert, Phone conversation with author, 13 August 2003.
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When Jim built his own home, the kitchen protruded just a bit too far north,
extending over the edge of the property line. True to the Fletchers' pioneering spirit, or
proof of their wealth, rather than adjust the location of the kitchen he simply purchased
the northern forty-acre lot. Jim maintained his investments, paid taxes on over three
hundred acres of land, ran a large farm with many employees and tenant farmers, while
supporting his children from his first marriage as well as Mattie Mae and their four
children. Although he died in 1925, his ingenuity and hard work provide for his heirs
still, as his daughter remains in his original home today.
Clearly a remarkable businessman, another view of Jim's personality prevails in
the following excerpts from his son's journal.
... he took me everywhere with him in his Ford Model T truck. He would buy me a Coca
Cola that was so delicious to my young taste buds, but at the same time so burny. He
would then urge me to hurry up and fmish it, but I just couldn' t hurry it too much.
On one of our excursions we ran across a paving crew that was making first efforts at
putting down asphalt on the Lake Thonotasassa road. It was only about an eight .foot
strip, enough for one car. Although the crew had tried to keep people off it while it was
hot, this didn't register with my father and drove up on the newly laid pavement, much to
the consternation of the crew that was working on it.

. . . .I was with my father when he cut down the trees to make a connection between a bit of
his property and the Lake Thonotasassa road. Sirice the Model T truck rode very high off
the ground he did not see fit to cut.the trees too low to the ground. Sometime afterwards
along comes a man driving a Buick, I believe it was, and tore the oil pan off his
expens~ve car. Needless to say, he was very irate about how my father went about
building roads, byt nothing he could do about it.27

Jim Fletcher and his family lived the only remaining our only physical connection
to their lives: a two-story house on 1301 Fletcher Lane built by Jim's own hands
sometime around 1900. 28 Constructed from heart-of-pine, it has never been invaded by
27

Lloyd Lee Fletcher, "My Life and Times: The Lloyd lee Fletcher Story," 11 November 1994, in
possession of author, see appendix 2.
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ts presumption comes from the earliest documentation held by the property appraiser's office. This
document dates the construction in 1900. Although that documentation may not be accurate since permits
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termites. The wooden planks served as the exterior and the interior walls, with two
screened porches along the full length of the house. The floors, also constructed ofheartof.pine but with a different cut called the tongue and groove, provide a feeling of country

wannth in the home. The entire house sits on blocks about fifteen inches from the earth,
supported with hand-hewed beams and at one time, completely piped for gas lighting.
Surrounded by a short white picket fence, as required before the Hog Law, the house was
painted white and trimmed with a very dark green. Mostly orange trees with the
exception one grapefruit tree, the grove came right up to edge of house. Hibiscus flowers
and Honeysuckles graced the lawn, and a beautiful pink Myrtle tree stood in front of the
master bedroom window.
Since the kitchen sat outside the home, the smell of home-cooked meals never
permeated the interior. Decorated sparsely, the sounds and feel of the wood itself gave
the house its comfortable ambiance. About seventy.:.five or one hundred feet from the
northwest comer of the house sat the toilet. Lack of running water required that the
family move the outhouse occasionally: "when it filled up" said my granduncle Lloyd
candidly, during a phone conversation. The second story consisted of only two
bedrooms. Even with the hot Florida summers, and eventually seven inhabitants, Lloyd
and Theresa remember the house as quite comfortable.

In this house were born all four of their children; Lloyd Lee, Dorothy Rose,
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Byrdie Mae, and Theresa Loise (my maternal grandmother). The room that now hosts
the kitchen once served as the bedroom, and the walls bore witness to the pains and
exhilaration of labor. As was typical in those days, any other children were, using my
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often were not required nor records accurately kept. It is very possible that the original construction of the
house took place years earlier and reported to the agency in 1900 for the first time.
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grandmother's words, "shunted off" to a neighbor's home while the delivery occurred.
Mattie Mae had a doctor at her side, but in some cases a mid-wife assisted. Jim stayed
with her and when the older children arrived home the next day, they were genuinely
surprised at the appearance of their new sibling, for generally they remained unaware of
their mother's pregnancy. My grandmother remembers how surprised and pleased she felt
upon returning home and seeing her baby half-brother?9
They passed fifteen and a half years of marriage in that house. A year and a half
after my grandmother's birth, Jim grew ill and died in the same room that he witnessed
the births of his four children and built with his own hands. Mattie Mae writes
poignantly of his death:
His health had been in terrible condition for some time, kidney trouble
and had to be on a strict diet, in fact six months before our last child was
was born the house and yard was full of neighbors and friends not
expecting him to live the nite thru. In his terrible suffering he sent one of
our young tenant farmers after an old doctor he lrnew ... to persuade him to give
him something to make him rest and maybe not wake up. . .. Fortunately that
doctor could not be found and a new doctor came with him ... he began to
mend and his health was restored to a certain extent. ... .he got see his
baby daughter and enjoy her for a year and a half-Well I do remember
what she said to him the day he passed away. He was lying on the cot. ..
Theresa came to him and said, "Dup Daddy Dup." He laughed and
said ''you want Daddy to get up do you?" ... And quietly, late that
afternoon passed away. 30
1
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Though she never wrote of her own sorrow, his death left her terribly depressed

and she spent many years missing him terribly. 31 In the years to come, Mattie remarried
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and lost touch with the Fletchers. The death of my great-grandfather changed our family
and its place in the world forever.
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~Mattie Mae' s second husband fathered Theresa's younger brother, DeRex Williams Jr.
, Walker Diary
31
Theresa L. Egbert, Phone conversation with author, 26 Jime 2003.
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Young DeRex Jr. pushes his way through the door with his Air Force issued duffle
bag on his shoulder and his wool-lined leather coat thrown over his arm. The crowd of
family jumps to their feet when thf!y realize their beloved brother, son, nephew, or uncle,
has arrived. They all bombard him with affection. He's home: for a few days anyway,
and what a party it shall be.
Roaring down the road in his convertible, basking in the warm Florida sun,
DeRex loved fun and adventure. Never a moment to waste while on leave, he visited with
family during the day and headed for the speakeasy at night in the company ofhis halfbrother Lloyd, with whom he often palled around. He was known around town as a real
spitfire. A stranger told me that he was so wild because his parents were so straight. A
good-hearted prankster, he loved life and lived it with a certain panache that most just
talk about.
I can see DeRex Jr. 's amazing personality in the eyes ofmy granduncle and
grandmother. WhenDeRex's name is spoken, Lloyd's expression turns immediately to a
mischievous grin and giggle and it becomes apparent that the two brothers got up to all
sorts ofantics. When my grandmother hears his name, the gravest smile comes to her
face. Her smile tells ofher profound and enduring love for her baby brother, and also of
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his unusually bright mind and personality. Her smile tells of the tragedy that befell
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everyone else because of his early death.
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About twelve years ago, I visited a woman claiming she had psychic abilities who
told me that the spirit ofa man perhaps an uncle was around me constantly and that he
was quite the prankster and when small "accidents" occur, such as my bathrobe falling
in the toilet, that it may be him. It was all in good fun and I really paid it no mind, but
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noW 1 like to blame every incidental err on him: makes me feel like I know hi,;, and keeps
me from getting to upset over spilled milk
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30
Left with four children and a huge farm, Mattie Mae soon remarried. DeRex
Williams of Macon, Georgia became her second husband and although not the
adventurous businessman of the Fletcher caliber, he gladly took the role of fathering the
four children. Just a young boy when his mother died, Rex, as he was known, never
knew his birthday or year, and I found no traces of him while researching census and
other government documents. My grandmother believes that his marriage to her mother
was his second, but does not know if he sired any children in the previous marriage.
Apparently his father remarried a woman that Rex considered unkind, possibly a factor in
the exceptionally loving acceptance he showed his own stepchildren. Theresa remembers

him fondly as she recalls what a kind and gentle father he made and always thinks of him
as her "daddy," Her older brother, Lloyd, has a different perspective.

Much older when their father died; Lloyd struggled with feelings ofloyalty
toward his natural father arid resynted watching Rex mishandle his father's estate. In his
autobiographical journal, Lloyd writes of Rex:
He was a hard worker, although a rather inept one, in my opinion. He held me to the
same standards that he did for himself. It was not unusual for me to work in the field all
day, from sunup to sunset, with an hour or so off for lUilCh. I think that was asking too
much for a young boy. I did not have a chance to participate in extracurricular activities
or sports because I had to hurry home to help with the chores and other work on the
farm. 32

In a videotaped interview, Lloyd also credits his stepfather's work ethic, yet criticizes his
management skills, blaming Rex for the poor state of affairs at the farm and recalling that
his stepfather nagged him for dodging work. Lloyd laughs as he jokes that he eventually
Ihade an entire career of that, as "management."33 Lloyd refers to Rex as "old-fashioned

32

Fletcher Autobiography.
Lloyd Lee Fletcher, Iriten'iew by author, 02 March 2003, Plant City, Florida, video recording, in
possession of the author.
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and hardheaded," and writes that their "conflicts were to continue until I finally left the
,34

farm for good .

Viewing the account books of the farm that Mattie Mae kept after Jim died, it
becomes clear that Lloyd's frustrations may well have been accurate, and due, at least in

part, to Rex's poor management skills. Repeatedly throughout the time that Rex was in
charge, the ledger overflows with withdrawals marked "persona150.00" as well as other
35

amounts repeatedly marked, "personal."

Whereas Jim clearly reinvested his profits,

Rex just did not have that inclination. In fairness, one must consider the following
passage of Mattie Mae's diary, "And here I was left with four young children, a large
farm, no money in the bank and several large outstanding bills to pay. The place was up
for sale at the time of his death .. ." This telling excerpt describes the poor circumstances
of the Fletcher estate before Rex's arrival. Although only a young boy at the time, Lloyd
considers the previous passage incorrect and maintains that

his mother had "no head" for

business and that his father indeed planned for the upcoming depression, intending to sell
much of his property just in time. It appears reasonable, however, that Jim's enduring
illness prevented the proper upkeep of his estate. Nevertheless, the deteriorating estate
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combined with the onset of the Great Depression gave Mr. Williams a formidable
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Dominant among the heap of documents heavily influenCing this paper are the
voluminous tax records that have survived. J?uring the Big Depression, as our family
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called i~ the farm fed the family but finding cash money became the ultimate struggle.
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Since the government does not accept strawberries as payment, Rex sold parts of the land

34

Fletcher Autobiography.
35
Fletcher Farm Ledger, in possession of author, see appendix 11 for excerpt.
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in order to pay taxes on the rest. He also took out crop liens, most likely to pay taxes, an
effort that I assume failed, since many overdue notices regarding the crop liens as well as
taxes pervade the pile of documents. One may reasonably assume that during the
Depression, the crops did not bring in enough money to repay the crop liens, much less
the additional property taxes, and that part of the money must have gone toward
\

subsistence, which ultimately led to the selling of most of the property. When stability
returned, the total property consisted oftwenty-five acres and the house in which they
lived. Dwindling from almost three hundred acres, plus timber rights, stocks, and at least
three houses, only five acres for each child survived. The fifth child was DeRex
Williams Jr., born at home in Plant City in 1933.
Theresa adored her younger brother. She dressed him in the dresses of her dolls
and curled his hair while DeRex tolerated his sister's affections. Growing up with no
electricity, ori. a farm with four siblings created a boost among imaginations and shaped
the pleasant memories. As a young girl, Theresa passed the time in creative ways that
capture the times in which she grew up as well as a peek into old Florida. Her mother
saved broken dishes for toys and Theresa treasured them in her playhouse, a big orange
tree with "branches that _came all the way down to the ground," so you were closed up in
them "it was like your own little secret house." For nine years, she remained the youngest
of the group, and while her siblings sat through school at Cork elementary, Theresa
entertained herself. She did not have many chores until later and when everyone else set
off for school; my grandmother sat quietly on the north porch swing with a biscuit and
honey rocking the morning away. When she did have chores, they were quite light but,
oh my, how she detested cleaning out the oil lamps. She resented the house rule that no
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33
oil lamps may go upstairs into the bedrooms, since it was "so dark and scary up there at
bed-time." Later she took the assignment of the lunch dishes, while her sister Dorothy
cleaned the breakfast dishes and her sister Byrdie, the suppers'. Although lunch seemed
the lightest, it really ''was not fair" for the young Theresa. For Dot always left the grits-

pot to soak until lunchtime, and Byrdie always managed to intrigue her with a to-becontinued story each evening in exchange for help with the dinner ones. Of course, my
grandmother only jests about the unfairness and expresses amusement as she recalls her
childhood duties.

36

Finally, Theresa started school. Even though her siblings sat in the classroom
next door, she cried for the frrst week and had her sister Dorothy sit in with her. Her
interest in reading developed slowly. Although stolen from her older sister, their mother
did not insis.t that she return Heidi, the first book my grandmother truly ever read, in
hopes of encouraging her reading habits. All the children attended Cork Academy, a
Strawberry School that met during the summer so that the children could help their

families with the strawberry fields during the winter. Overall, Theresa enjoyed school
and her sack lunches that usually consisted of strawberry preserves and peanut butter
sandwiches.

37

A young girl during the depression, my grandmother did not feel poor or insecure.
The farm provided plenty of food and since her mother was a proficient seamstress, the
girls enjoyed plenty offeed-sackdresses for school and church.38 Her brother Lloyd on
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Theresa Loise Egbert, Interview by author, Plant City, Florida, 29 November 2002, in possession of the
author.
37
Ibid.
38
Common among funning communities during the Depression, livestock feed was packaged in brightly
colored materials that could be made into clothing and quilts. The effort enticed the purchase of feed and
US~lly in larger quantities so that a full dress could be made from the same material.
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the other hand, wrote in his journal: "My first year in high school was a truncated one,
having two months of the normal nine month term cut off. This was 1933 and the
depression had hit Florida fully and hard. There was not enough money to finish out the
academic year." He also explains that he went along with a friend who ''was going to
Lake Okeechobee to work in the bean fields that spring and for whatever other work he
could find." After graduating from Plant City High School in 1935, he and two close
friends enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps and found themselves in an
agricultural camp in Leesville, Louisiana. The program initi~ted by President Roosevelt,
provided much needed work for young men. "The pay was $30 per month, with $25
being sent to the home of the participant, and the other $5.00 being given to the enrollee
for his personal expenses."39 The oldest of the children and the only male, Lloyd's
childhood was n.ot the picturesque simple country life as described by his sister.
Lloyd's life underwent extreme change with the loss of his biological father. As
already mentioned, he spent most of his time toiling in the fields on the farm, all day
d~g the summers, and before and after school throughout the rest of the year. During

one of his regular chores, walking behind the mu1e that pu1led a plow for tilling the soil,
"•·~<••
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Lloyd regu1arly discovered beautiful spear points, a highlight for him. He excelled in
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school, and enjoyed his studies. Lloyd maintained close relationships with his sisters and
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adored his younger brother DeRex. Without the strong tie of his father, Lloyd made his
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way to Washington D.C. at a young age, making the area his permanent home. Theresa,
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who adored her stepfather, remained at the farm until the age of twenty-one and then
returned ten years later, making the farm her permanent home after Rex' s death on
December 02, 1957.
39

Fletcher Autobiography.
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1946, Market Street, San Mateo, California
Clark and Theresa Egbett
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}0:20p.m., San Francisco, circa 1945:

On her night offfrom giftwrapping at an upscale department store on Market
Street, a slender and stylish young lady, with the kind of beauty that makes people stare,
enjoys a cocktail in the smoke filled Officers' Club. A cigarette in one hand and a
fashionable cocktail on the table, she ignores the crowd and smiles for a photo with the
Offic~r

across from her. She adjusts her posture to the precise elegant position ofa lady

as she awaits her cousin 's return from the dance floor. "Ready Daphne," her cousin
asks upon returning to the table. "Sure, I'm working early in the morning, " replies the
young woman with a wink They make their way out, escorted by gentlemen officers ' and
headfor home, sharing laughs along the way.

Next morning:

The lovely Daph and her cousin catch a trolley to the naval base where they plan
)

to have lunch at the pool, and enjoy the view. Attempting to purchase tokens to spend on
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the base they encounter a remarkably handsome sailor willing to buy their lunch.
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Smiling, with eyes squinted to shield the sun, and skin shining from the sun cream, Daph

:lfl::l::

makes conversation with their lunch-time-hero.
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This cosmopolitan woman, who went by Daphne in California, is actually Theresa
Loise from the country-town ofPlant City, Florida. She is now my congenial, popular,
and elegant grandmother. She did not tell my grandfather her real name for years, and
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he often joked that they were not actually married, since he married someone named

Daph.
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In 1945 Theresa decided to leave the farm and travel south staying with

her twin cousins, Sandy and Phyllis Brantley, in Miami. When the Navy transferred
Sandy's husband, James Martin, to San Francisco, Theresa decided to go along for the
adventure. The three young ladies packed up and headed west by train. I found a lovely
telegram marked "1946 APR 22 AM 7:33," folded into my one of my greatgrandmother' s diaries that read, " :CAL BETTER THAN EXPECTED MRS MARTIN &
SON MET OUR TRAIN WRITE LATER HAPPY EASTER LOVE= THERESA ..'"' 0

Theresa worked at the prestigious Emporium Department Store, wrapping gifts
and relished the active night-life of San Francisco. She and her cousins spent their time
attending military social events, especially the occasional Officers' Ball. While enjoying
an afternoon at the pool on the naval base, Theresa and her cousin needed to exchange
their currency for tokens in order to purchase lunch on the grounds. Without persuasion,

Mr. Dinsel Clark Egbert offered to buy their hamburgers. They accepted, and "Clark"
eventually became my grandfather. Of course, a whole lot happened in between!
Theresa and Clark married in Reno, Nevada, in November of 1946. My
grandfather's term in the Navy expired shortly after they met, separating them only for a
short time while he returned home to Missouri tying up loose ends. Clark accepted a job
as a stock boy also at the Emporium and attended a community college studying
accounting, financed through his naval benefits. They soon moved to the quieter San
Mateo, and discovered that Theresa was expecting a child! Clark dropped out of his
college classes seeking employment for the security of his new family. At first he
delivered bottled water, and then got on as a bookkeeper for a construction company. He
completed carpentry school, and received a promotion to the master-carpenter position.

Their first daughter, Linda Carol, arrived on October 15, 1947. Two years later after
moving to Redwood City in search of more desirable naval housing, Shelly Kay arrived
on November 19, and exactly two years later to the day their third daughter Nancy Lee

was born. My grandmother loves people, and her congenial personality keeps her
surrounded by friends, she remarked though, that "no one makes over your babies like
your family," and so Theresa, Clark, Linda, Shelly, and Nancy headed for Plant City in

1955.
Upon her return to Florida, Theresa saw a growing town and particularly noticed
that there remained no place to ride horses. Before she left one could ride horses all over
Plant City and in 1955, roads and buildings locked the once open lands. It seems strange
to her that one can now only ride horses around in circles upon their own land. They
rented a small house on Kennedy Hill, a few miles west of her childhood home. The old
house, quite dilapidated by now, still had no running water or indoor toilet. Theresa
resented the idea, determined by the men in the family, thafshe and Clark would
eventually move into the old home with her mother upon Rex's passing. By this time the
very small farm did not bring in much of a profit. With the land divided into five-acre
lot~ among the children, only about two acres supported active farming. The farm no

longer needed a farmer, it needed a carpenter. It needed my grandfather.
Clark grew up in Mound City, Missouri, a very small town located in Holt
County, just east of the Nebraska state line. One of six brothers, the family surely
struggled financially. He attended school and played for the high school's very successful
baseball team. Joining the United States Navy at only seventeen years old, in hopes of
becoming a pilot he met with disappointment as trouble with depth perception prevented
40

Original document, in possession of the author, see appendix 12.
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him from qualifying. Based in Alameda, California, he completed his entire term as a
Navigation Officer without ever serving overseas. His experience in carpentry led him

into a supervisory position with a local construction company upon arriving in Plant City
with his family .
Clark promised his bride that he would remodel the house and build an indoor
bathroom. Papaw, as I called him, worked for Feaster's construction company in town

and also worked diligently on the house. He delivered everything he promised. He
installed the plumbing that brought the bathroom indoors; he enclosed the porches and
moved the kitchen, eliminating the walk through the porch that entering the kitchen
previously required; the path that after dark frightened the children so. He installed
electricity and air conditioning. He added an additional room upstairs and later built a
huge carport with extra storage areas. The house remains as he changed it today. They
moved into the house in 1958, shortly after Rex passed away. There they had another
daughter, Peggy Jean on January 12, 1959 and finally, their beloved son, Kevin Clark on
October 31, 1961.

In September of 1960, the Plant City community experienced its worst hurricane
to date, Donna, and my grandmother remembers whisking the family off to her sister's
home only a few yards north. They all expected that Byrdie' s house, made of concrete,
could better tolerate the storm, "but the water came right through and when we got up the
next morning and went home, our house was bone dry! ',41 The storm did put most of the
town in shambles, but left the new library, with an entire wall of glass, in tact. 42 In
December of that year most Plant Citians were excited about the opening of their new
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Theresa L. Egbert. Phone conversation with author, 28 June 2003.
Bruton and Bailey, 237.
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library, including my grandmother who looked forward to the resources it offered for a

small farming community.
By this time, farming on the farm became a hobby. My grandparents always kept
a garden and usually some animals, but not for profit. They enjoyed the satisfaction that
comes with growing one' s own food, and it does help financially, even ifjust a bit,
having access to fresh eggs and vegetables. Theresa worked for five years as a teachers'
aid, against the pleasure of her husband who preferred that his wife stay at home.
She saw the effects of the civil rights' movements when affirmative action laws
required that there must one black teacher with every group of students. A black aid and
she developed a friendship and remarked to each other that "they never would have met
had it not been for these new laws." For the most part however, most whites in the
conununity 9isapproved of the actions and showed their anger outwardly. She
remembers with disgust the remark made by a fellow volunteer missionary while riding
past the new library as a young black girl skipped along toward it: "See, those are the
kind of people who use libraries." As time passed, the atmosphere calmed and in her
opinion if nothing else "it gave blacks and whites a chance to know each other." She
enjoyed her work and desired to continue her education so that she could become a full
teacher. Theresa did not follow her dreams, but delights at the many options available in
· today' s society for pursuit by her daughters and granddaughters, two of which hold a
Masters Degree and two more that earned their Bachelors Degree.43
Growing up as an Egbert in the same house, my mother's memories are very
different. "More TV and less work," she boasts. The family did keep horses for pleasure,
however, with the exception of an occasional cow or pig no true farm existed. About the

onlY thing that took place out of doors, were club meetings. The Swamp Fox Club

consisted of my mother, Nancy Lee, her two sisters, Shelly and Linda, as well as their

four cousins. Membership required that one be an Egbert or the cousin of an Egbert.44 A
former member of the club, Nancy recalls the subjects of their meetings, "we talked about
the teacher that would not let us wear mini-skirts to school and made plans to skip school
and pick .strawberries earning ten dollars per day. "

45

Some years ago I remember my

mother reminiscing of the days when she saved her lunch money all week long so that
she may purchase McDonalds fries on Fridays with her chums from school. Like many
of their generation, all of the children left home fairly early seeking independence from
their parents' 1950s ideologies.
With the purchase of a telephone and television my grandparents witnessed the
transformation of their family life that took place more often i:nside the house rather than
outdoors. On the day that President Keruiedy was shot, Theresa's nephew ran up the
gravel road meeting her on her front porch and informed her of the news. She rose in
disbelief only to flip on the TV and watch the drama unfold. She also recalls watching
with awe while Neil Armstrong walked on the surface of the moon.46 Experiencing these
poignant moments on television, characterize the times.

In 1967, Theresa awoke to a commotion coming from the living room downstairs.
Upon descending, she found her mother "sitting on the front porch, rocking back and
forth, sobbing ang sobbing." The officials had not been able to wake up anyone in the
house at first so they woke her sister Dorothy, who lived across the gravel road and she
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wa}ked in the front door. "We didn' t lock our doors in those days." She does not recall
the events ofthat evening very clearly, but she remembers one of the men telling her
mother how her brother was killed and what a " hero he was." Her baby brother DeRex
Jr., a Captain in the Air Force was shot down over Vietnam while conducting a visual
reconnaissance mission in the Tigerbound area on August 9.

47

Mattie Mae passed away

in 1974 and Theresa became a widow in 1991.
Today Theresa lives in the same house with one of her daughters. Fewer than
four acres remains of the original three hundred. My grandmother lived in her home
from oil lamps to email. She appreciates her family heritage and ideally, would love her
home to remain a host for our family in years to come, with the doors always open to
''who ever needs to stay a while."48 On the other hand, Theresa embraces life and
showing a profound, contented understanding for all its difficulties ultimately hopes only
that her family .does exactly as needed in orde~· that they enjoy their own lives.
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George Graham, "Vietnam: How the War Changed Us," Tampa Tribune 29 April2000. See appendix 14.
Egbert Interview.

CONCLUSION

In taking on this work I reveled in thoughts of happy discovery. I spent hours
sifting through records and diaries and probing my relatives for any information I could
garner. I basked in all sorts of preconceived ideas of finding a heroic family history.
Research led me to the Quintilla Geer Bruton Archival Center where I stumbled across a
folder labeled, "Misc. F families." Absolutely thrilled by finding several articles
regarding Nita Fletcher, I rushed over for help with the copier, where I met Maris Dale.
The volunteer on duty at the time, Maris offered me the contact information ofNita's
surviving daughter, Catherine. Giddy from the opportunity, I wrote her a letter
explaining our relationship and asked her to lunch. Looking back I recognize that
moment as the start of the disquieting journey still ahead, in which I must face the reality
of my family history and how it affects my life today.
After lunching with my grandmother and her first-cousin-once-removed,
Catherine Fletcher, I realized the devastation incurred by my family with the untimely
death of my great-grandfather. The only child of a successful businessman, with the
means to satisfy most every whim, Catherine clearly has a completely different life than
that of my grandmother. Not boastful in the least, nor a hint of snobbery, Catherine won
my heart, yet it sank at each reference to her good fortune. Smithsonian and Gourmet
magazines grace her coffee table, and she sipped a latte after her meal. My
grandmother's only magazines serve the function of teaching herself new quilting
techniques. Catherine traveled the world, and lives in a large 1980s house, loaded with
academic books, and a swimming pool just outside the glass doors. She finds herself
lonely there, however, and currently awaits the construction of her new home close by.

44
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By comparison, my grandmother lives in the same home in which she was born,
crammed full of photo albums, and sewing apparatus, all mixed up with her daughter's
belongings, who lives there with her.
I focused on these things for a while, wasting energy on my bitterness. I
lamented the loss of my great-grandfather, figuring him as our only shot at what
Catherine has. I thought of Mattie Mae and her children, and the material struggles they
encountered. The boys, who joined the armed forces, had more options, as their benefits
enabled them access to higher education and travel. Without their provider, Jim Fletcher,
none of the girls attained further education. All three settled into marriage and raised
children, not having time for much else. One daughter did seem to inherit Jim' s good
business sense and created a small fortune for herself later in life establishing a Square
Dance community and did manage to travel. In general, life has been a struggle for our
family since the death of our patriarchal provider and each person has fought and
scrounged for a little piece of anything. Curiously, the only person noticing this
seemingly unbreakable pattern is me. I read recently that one cannot hold a noble and
generous heart while struggling for his daily bread. The book from which this came,
entitled, The Great Thoughts, lent the perfect excuse I needed to continue feeling sorry
for myself. Then I remembered my great-grandmother and grandmother, and felt
ashamed.
Clues about Catherine's life began creeping into my mind. The gorgeous and
robust woman told ofher success on the Atkins diet and left quite a bit of food on her
plate during our luncheon. My grandmother and I gobbled up everything in front of us,
but declined the offering of dessert. We never order dessert, it's too expensive. As long

as 1can remember having dinner at home with my grandmother, she always follows
runner with a dish of grapefruit, oranges, or strawberries. Never coated with sugar, she
simply plucks dessert from the yard. Catherine's swimming pool sits unused while my
grandmother uses the pool at the local YMCA, regularly attending water aerobics.
Catherine, deeply moved by finding other Fletcher descendents,.urged us to visit often as
her house remains so quiet with her only daughter living out of state. My grandmother
loved meeting Catherine as well, but so occupied with our large family, knows that visits

will probably be infrequent.
My grandmother has volunteered for Meals on Wheels for ten years, and currently
serves as the chapter president. For many years she volunteered in a local nursing home,
bringing the residents birthday gifts and coordinating activities for them. She continues
her service of volunteering as a teacher in her church as she has for at least thirty years.
As well as serving as a main caregiver for her grandchildren and even greatgrandchildren, Theresa finds time for her three quilting clubs and daily exercise. Her only
vice: an enduring affinity for Snickers candy bars. Planted firmly by her roots, my
grandmother, like her mother, held a noble and generous heart throughout a lifetime of
struggle, and this is our legacy.
All five ofher children reside close by, all work hard for average incomes. None
complain as they keep working and keep giving, proud of their opportunities and
accomplishments, as my grandmother and her mother before. They carry on our legacy
as volunteers, community activists, proficient quilters, hobby farmers, and a deep sense
of family and history.

APPENDIX 1
DIARY OF MATTIE MAE WALKER

Feb 14 1966
Some time this past summer my middle Daughter as she always called herself asked me
to write her some of her Fathers past history and some of his quaint sayings.
But so m~y years have rolled by since I first came to this old house a bride of a man
twice my age, although I only missed being 21 yrs old by a few months, and after 15 1/2
of married life he passed on and left me with 4 young children, The oldest between seven
and 8 years old and the youngest one and a half to the day.
And here I was left wjth 4 young children a large farm, no money in bank and several
large outstanding Bills to pay. The place was up for sale at a fabulous price at the time of
his death it was during the big Fla Boom in real estate. And if he had lived another Week
or so I suppose the deal would went thro. His health had been in terrible condition for
some time, Kidney trouble and he had to be on a strict d~et. In fact six months before our
last child was born The house and yard was full of neighbors and friends not expecting

him to live the nite thro.
In his terrible suffering and wishing for relief in some form he sent one of our
young tenet farmers after an Old Doctor he lmew and thought he might persuade to give

him something to let him rest and just maybe not wake up any more. Fortunately this
Doctor couldn't be found or wouldn't come and a Doctor new to our town came out with
the prettiest curly hair. "I said to myself huh-lots of good he'll do" He sat down beside
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him and took his band, called him Jim like he had always known him and asked him
questions, Then I don't remember if he gave him a shot or not, But be fixed a dose of
medicine, tablets or Capsules I don't remember which and fmally got a dose down him,
pretty soon he quieted down and peacefully off to sleep. I don't remember if the Doctor
gave him but that one dose or not, But he left another dose and said to give it to him in a
certain period of time. I don't remember now how long the time but two hours I thinkBut I said "Suppose Dr., He's asleep" Wake him up and give it to him no matter how fast
asleep he is he must have this dose at that time. Well he was sleeping so Peacefully,
Something he hadn' t done for months that it was the hardest thing I ever done to have
him wakened for that second dose. And he was so stupefied that it was.hard to get it

down him, and almost immediately he went right back to sleep, And when our Regular
Physician come next morning expecting to find him gone he was very much surprised.
And from that day Mr Fletcher began to mend and his health was restored to a certain
measure. I don' t recollect but did have to have check ups, went for the Dr the morning
our baby was born, cold Jan 12th, Mom, Before day. We had no telephone so he had to
go in his car. Of Course we had Dr Rayburn The Dr that saved his life to live to see his
Baby Daughter and enjoy her for a year and a half. - Well do I remember what she said
·to him the day he passed away. He was lying on the Cot in the living room recuperating
from a terrible spell he had the nite before. Nervous Chill he called it, Any how be was
sick and vomited and then had a bad chill. I don' t remember now what I done, But I do
know he told me next morning "You saved my life last nite." He had been to
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St. Petersburg that day for annual check up, Just him and our Daughter Dorothy. Then
about 5 or six yrs old, and on way home bought fresh peaches and over ate. Anyway as
be was lying on the couch that day "Theresa came to him and said Dup Daddy Dup" He
laughed and said "You want Daddy to get up do you" He had got up and dressed that
morning and made an effort to go with the real estate men to show them the Boundaries
of the Estate he was selling off. But he was so weak that I prevailed on him to stay at
home, and I assured him and so did they that they could get along with out him as they
bad been here before-I think mite have been final check up or something. So he went
back to the living room and lay down. And quietly late that afternoon passed away.
Fortunately his Daughter and Son in law and children were here and the Son in law got in
the truck and went after our nearest neighbors-Mr. and Mrs. Sanchez, an old couple he
had known a long time and they lived closest to us than any other neighbors.

Feb 20th 1966

I was bom in a small village in 1889 of Respectable church going middle class parents.
· Our little village consisted of two churches a school and general store and P.O.
combined. Also a Sawmill and was on the way to being a Very thriving little town.
Across Country we were seven or eight miles from the railroad. You could board the
train there by flagging it down, I think there-was an old box car there, perhaps on a siding
or something.
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There-was a small town some 10 or 12 miles of us that you could also go to trade
or board or get off train. And we lived 12 miles from St. Johns River at a small place
called Crows Bluff East of us Where Mr. Crow had a store also consignments of goods
for the folks of Cassia the name of our little settlement. Most of the folks were large
citrus growers and well on the way to prosperity, when the big freeze come along and
wiped out that business-Of Course then most of the population moved away to greener
pastures, The big cattle owners remained and some of the old homesteaders.

My Fathers Brother moved to Tampa and went to work at carpentering, my Parents hung
on to the old homestead long as they could-Altho my Father was away from home
working at odd jobs most of the time-Finally he went to Tampa and ~ent to work for
his Brother, and of comse was only able to come home once or twice a year. Finally
when I was seventeen years old he prevailed upon Mother to sell the old homestead and
settle on a new place he had·bought out 14 miles from Tampa-Valrico Just a sawmill
town at the time, but a thriving little Tourist town now. We left Cassia the day after
.Christmas 1906 and set up homemaking in our new home on New Years Day. We stayed
at the Sawmill Boarding house the first week waiting for the Box car to come that
contained our household goods. My Mothers Niece run the Boarding House and she was
glad to have us, as it had been a long time since we had seen her and her family. She had
three sons all younger than me-Their Father worked at the Sawmill which was just
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across the R.R. Tracks from the Boarding house and also the Station. Only Batchellors
roomed there as there were cottages on each side of the Rail Road tracks
leading East that belonged to the Sawmill Company. They had timber rights about 3
miles East and hauled their logs by train way mostly and had some hands that lived at the
other end of the line. Altho they had yoked oxen that they brought part of the logs to the
mill with-which was all something new to us children.
My younger sister started to school at the Valrico School about a mile and a half
of us North East, But I was nearly 18 and decided to forgo any further education-They
used all different books from the kind we used in Lake County and it would been quite
expensive to get new Books all around.
Long as the Saw Mill remained running life was pretty gay and I didn't get too
homesick for old home and school mates. But Alas before too many months the sawmill
run out oftimber and moved on some place else. Along in the Fall of the year I got a
letter from my sister who was wintering in Port Orange Fla on the East Coast, saying
would I like to come over there and work at a Boarding house for $10.00 a month and of
course live in- all I had to do was wait on table, and maybe help set it

An elderly respectable couple run it. So as my Sister recommended the place and was
-living near at the time. My parents decided to let me try my wings-Besides one of the
girls from our old home town had worked there before me, in fact I think she had married
and gone to a home of her own. And I was miserable at home I knew no one hardly,
except older people, only had one young girl Friend all the time I lived thre and she came
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from North or South Carolina to live with her Uncle and Aunt who were oild enough to
be her Grandparents-and pretty soon they bought them a place at Turkey Creek six or 8
miles from Valrico, and then I had no one but my sister 5 or 6 yrs younger than me to pal
with.
So I think it was a relief all around for me to got to Port Orange for that Winter. I
really liked waiting on the table, my sister made me some pretty white aprons with Bib
and ruffles over the shoulder. There were two couples that stayed there and I was very
fond ofboth of the women. The South Side of the yard was a perfect carpet of green
grass and all in that grass grew violets in abundance--mornings when I had time I
gathered small boquets for each of my ladies and placed them by their places
And it seemed to please them very much. Mrs. Hardyman the lady that run the Boarding
House was a semi cripple, But got about pretty well in spite of her Artheritis-She had a
Colored woman to wash dishes and keep with the cooking and I was very fond of
Maggie. Also her niece and Son about 8 yrs old lived there and I guess just helped her
Aunt for her home and board.
They operated two houses both two storied and Mr. Hardyman and all extra men
stayed in the house on the East. He was general handy man Chambermciid I guess you
would call him. His wife was very cross and he was genial and always lots of fun, so of
course the help and grandchildren all catered to him, which made her jealous, Or maybe
she just pretended I don't really know for sure.
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My afternoons were full until about 5pm I think supper was served at six, and
Breakfast seemed to me like was real early. I know I had to get up earlier there than ever
I had up until that time, But I enjoyed that Winter over there the weather was mild and
the Halifax River was just down the street a little way from us and there was a Bridge
across it. The River was about a mile across, and then not a half mile was an island ,or
spur of land and across that was the ocean and the Beautiful white sand Dunes and hard
white beach-How I loved to go over there-Some times at night Mr. Hardyman would
take me and his grandson, or maybe the nephew out on the River in his row Boat. We
loved that. The water is phosphorent and it made the paddle look like fire dripping off
them. After I quit working for them my sister ?Jld Husband me and Mr. Hardyman spent
one day over there carried us a picnic dinner, and way out at Sea that day we saw a ·
Steamer.
On the strip of land in between the river and Ocean were three abandondended
Old Mansions. Mr. Hardyman said a severe storm and tidal wave washed over the place
years before and wrecked them and no one had lived there since.
I stayed with my sister until she decided to go back to their home in Cassia. We
traveled over land by team and camped out, cut pine boughs for beds. I have never
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When I got back to Valrico I found my folks had stared picking Strawberries for
one of our neighbors, and rather than stay at home alone I decided to go with them and
try my luck picking Strawberries. Well I did and was one of the sorest little girls you
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ever did see next morning But decided to not let it whip me and went with the folks next
day, and of course it was never s bad any more. And that was how I met Mr. Fletcher Or
what led up to it. I bad lost a bit of the timidity I had when I first came to Hillsboro Co.
And the young Wheelers, They had just 3 children all boys-the youngest twins and not
school age yet. I don't think- We all knew and loved the Older Wheelers but had never
gotten well accquainted with the younger family until my folks started picking Berries for
them. We had lived in a community all our lives where there was no way to make money
and Strawberry picking was a Boom to us 2 Y2 cts a quart was lots of money, if you was a
good picker-! doubt if I ever picked over 20 quarts tho. Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler got to
teasing me about getting married, and of course I told them I wanted to--They kt)ew an
old widower who bad just barrels of money and was looking for a·wife. Well-it was all a
joke with me, and I went along with it-Also he had a Daughter about Twelve yrs old,
but she didn't want her Daddy to get married again-Had told some girl or woman that
he had been paying some attention to "You think you are going to marry my Daddy"
"But you are not." It run along that way until one Sunday afternoon-But wait that's
another episode in my life.

March 13th 1966
After I lie down at night I often live over my childhood and young girl life in the old
community where I was born, And after all I did live a life of security Our home was our
own and all that was in it belonged to us. Sometimes the eating got scarce, but we ate
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and if I had two new dresses to start to school I was happy- ! enjoyed school. It was
about all the social life children had in that little village. And of Course Sunday School
ever Sunday-Church twice a Month-which of course us younger ones didn't enjoy like
S.S. and Public school. Labor day, Christmas, and Thanksgiving of course were
highlights for the children· And the last day of school was always something very
special-speeches and all day picnic-and picture taking-And Oh I almost forgot 4 of
July a picnic with ice cream-But the ice cream wasn't free, and if you got 2 small
saucers you done well. The ice had to be hauled 10 miles over land and no one had any
way to keep ice, You can imagine about how long the ice would last on a hot July day.
And how good that soupy ice cream tasted. The grown girls at school got up Box suppers .
occasionally and the boy who bought their box eat supper with the girl whose name was
inside the box, I think the older girls had a way of letting their special know which was
their box. The money taken in went for something special for the school room.
The older folks had candy pulls and a lot of frolicking went on while the candy
was cooking. But there wasn't much visiting back and forth. The children didn't go
home with there girl friends and spend .the weekend or nite, and very seldom a day at a
neighbors house when the women come to spend the day they brought their children, and
after the first shyness wore off us youngsters would get out and got to play. I don't think
my Mother visited very much a day at grandmothers or Aunt N ans, and one time I
remember us going to spend the day with Mrs. Baker-We called her Aunt Lissie, I think
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she was Aunt Nannies Half sister, Aunt Nannie was Mothers youngest Brothers Wife.
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AnY how Aunt Lissie had 2 sons one about my age and one 4 Yrs older. The older was
my sister Lee's stand by and the younger one of my favorite playmates-Any way after
just those two boys up to that age--then Aunt Lissie had a little girl, which they all
adored of course - I don't know what Mr. baker done for a living, but I kinda think he
was a school teacher and away from home most of the time--Mother was very fond of
Aunt Lissie much more so than of Aunt Nannie· I don't know if the Bakers left Cassia
before we did or not, but I strongly suspect they did. I do know my Aunt Frank moved
away and took my Darling little Dave. The storekeeper give up his business and moved
away they had one son a spoilt Brat, How do I know? He was one of my chief
playmates-! had 3-little Dave, Fonnie Baker, (Alphonso) and Millard Owens-We all .
3 played together and of course he tried to boss us all.
But all in all we enjoyed our playing and fighting. My Brothers playmate was
Roy Woffard and his Sister Annie played with Frances-part the time we all played
together the Woffard's were our real poor folks of the community-Their Daddy
wouldn't work and ever one said their Mother was off in the upper story. But to me she
was a kind gentle little woman and seemed to know when and what kind of medicine you
needed. The younger chilc;lren were easy to get along with and we enjoyed playing with
them-There were 3 older girls and 3 or 4 older boys and they were all great teases, one
girl about my sister Lee's age and they were great chums and Elsie was chum's with the

m.

one next to the oldest. Mother was very kind to Mrs. Woffard for she felt sorry for her
and said that old lazy Braggy husband was enough to run any woman crazy.
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our other poor family lived on the other side of the Settlement in a regular old time
southern home two stories with three ample bedrooms above stairs, and an outside
balcony I believe, I don't know how many rooms there were below besides Kitchen and
Dining Room I think the place was an inheritance from Mrs. Lovell's side of familyShe was a smart energetic woman and tried to keep pace with the rest of the community.
And with her sisters help she managed some how to keep her children in school and
looking well dressed-Remaking, turning and redying clothes to keep them presentable.
Her husband was as sorry and lazy as Mr. Woffard- They had a small herd of cattle at
the time and I think that was their source of revenue. For if he ever worked at any thing I
never knew it. The children brought Com Bread and Milk to school for lunch mostly.· .
I think she had six in school at one time and about 3 small ones at home, and died
carrying another one. The older women said she tried to hard to hide her condition and
wore her corset too tight - Corsets those days were not the support and comfort they are
now. -But was really instruments of steel torture. My how I hated them when I first had
to start wearing them I would wish the factory would burn down and they could never
make another one. And I still would .if we still had o wear those kind. I never remember
being at their home while the mother lived, but went once and spent the day with the girls
after their mothers death,. there was one older than me and one just about my age. I know
it almost broke my heart when my cousin from Tampa who was staying at my Aunt
Mattie's and attending that school term in Cassia-- preferred Florence to me and in later
years when he married her it really was a blow to my ego or pride, Altho poor we felt like
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us Walkers were much better than the Lovells and I felt like Robert had lowered himself
and family by marrying her. Altho I guess she made him a good wife. I never heard any
complaints from his family and his only disappointment I think was that their 5 children
were all girls.

Feb. 19 1967
Well do I remember the Sunday afternoon that I met Mr. Fletcher. Our house was full of
company, Women from the Mill with their children and maybe some others, I can't
remember now. Our home was built in the shape of aT with one long room and a middle
room extending out and on all three sides were porches. My Mother liked company and
was very outgoing and friendly, also we had a croquet yard and Sunday afternoon the
men and my Dad played croquet-Or the women too if they liked to play. There was one
old lady that especially liked to play. She was the Elder or Senior Mrs. Wheeler and she
was there playing croquet with Dad. She mite spent the day I don't remember now, But
all of our family was very fond of her and her husband and us children called them
grandma and Grandpa Wheeler. but full as our porches and house was with company,
here comes mare a shining top buggy and a fme looking "Bay Mare pulling it and Young
·Mrs. Wheeler and her boys were in it and of course Mr. Fletcher driving.
When she brought him in and introduced him all around, (part of the crowd he
knew), and Mattie felt about as large as a 2 cent piece and later on when she asked me
'Ill
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with her cute little smile "Mattie how do you like your fellow" Well Mattie didn't know
what to say.
Finaly the crowd all dispersed and Grandma Wheeler decided it was time for her
to go home and get supper for her husband. And I never will know how come she asked
me to go home with her and spend the night. And I went-We had to pass her sons home
on our way to her home which was only a short distance to the old home.
And there stood the horse and buggy and and the fellow on the porch visiting.
Immediatley Mr. Fletcher asked Mrs. Wheeler if she wanted to ride "I whispered to her
say yes" and so she did, and my gallant knight come over and drove us in style the short
distance to her home. And of course she asked Jimmie ~o come in and stay for supper
and of course he accepted the invitation gladly. After supper the old folks wasn't long in
going to bed and left me to entertain him. Well the floor was uneven and as he would
rock his rocker kept inching up closer to mine and I would hitch mine further away.
Finally he said "This chair has got sense" After he finally got me hemmed up against the
wall he tried to hold my hand. Which I thought was awful on such short acquaintance.

But he did make a date with me for the next Sunday to take me to campmeeting at
Blooming Dale which was about 12 or 15 miles from our home. But I made the
provision that my sister Frances would go with us, and he agreed. Well that was the last
time We ever took Frances, although it wasn't the last time I went with him. On the way
he stopped to pick some berries the like of which my sister and I had never seen before,
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He called them sparkle berries, and picked a handful and filled his mouth pretty soon he
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was gagging and spitting and said he got a spraddle bug in his mouth. I have never
known what kind of a bug the spraddle bug was, but I feel quite sure it was very
unpleasant to the taste, and to my way of thinking the sparkle berries were dry and not
very tasty either-My parents liked him real well from the first and trusted him other
Wise they wouldn't have let me go with him so freely. After that first night at Mrs.
Wheelers, Dad heard me tell mother I didn't like him he was too fast-When Pappa got
the chance he asked Mamma what did Mattie mean when she said Fletcher was too fastSo mamma had to ask me and I said "He tried to hold my hand" When she told Daddy of
course he was very Much relieved and went off muttering his favorite expression "hump
by jeemeny" So from then on I belonged to Fletcher as far as they were concerned. Age
meant nothing to them, security a home and a good man. I didn't go along With them at
first, that fine top buggy and high stepping mare was an attraction for any girl, and for a
long time I thought he was just coming way down there so far away from his home place
because no one in his community would go with him. But one of his old friends put me
wise to the situation that he could pick and chose in and around any place he was known,
and there was girls in the same settlement with him that had been setting their cap for him
I•

as the old saying goes, So that changed Miss· Matties attitude and I decided I had caught
someone worth while. And was always bringing me a nice gift, And before I knew it I
was deeply in love with him. We prevailed upon him to bring his Daughter to spend the
day with us, and ever one was so kind to her that we won her over, and I knew she didn't
mind her Daddy going with me. She came several times and spent the day with us. Her
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and roy sister Frances were about the same age-and she liked the Baby sister too who
was about 9 yrs old.
At a candidates picnic at Sidney I met Mr. Fletchers married niece, She was almost old as
her Uncle and had a Daughter the same age as Ruby Mr. Fletchers Daughter and they
were bosom pals, where you seen one you usually saw the other-I didn't have a date

with Mr. Fletcher that day, we all went in our wagon and he took Mrs. Womble and the
children. I think I won her heart that day by admiring her Baby which I thought and still

do, was one of the most Beautiful babies I had ever seen-With his red gold hair and
pink and white skin, He was just Beautiful. Years later after I had babies of my own, my
cousin heard me make that remark and he said "you are one of the honest Mothers I ever
knew'' Seems as tho he thought all Mothers think their Babies are prettier than any one
elses. I loved my babies but still I could see another womans Baby and know if it was
prettier than mine. And still can, Altho and Old woman now. And although some may

think I am predujuiced, I have mity good looking Grandchildren and have seen none
others any better looking. Well to get back to my courting days, for two years it was kind
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of an off and on affair. Some one told a mean tale on me, and about that time My sister
in the old home place decided to have a Baby and wanted me to come stay with her.
Of Course I was anxious to go back to the old home, But went so far ahead of time that I
got really fed up with it all, and of course my going away at that time just tied in with the
yarn he had heard. And in his letters wanting to come to see me, my answers were
always no. There were no accommodations available, which was the truth. My sister's
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home had only 2 Bedrooms, so there was no place there for him and no rooming house in
that little ·community, and of course I did not tell him my sister was loolcing for a Baby.
Well the Baby was born about the 27th of Dec. and of course I wrote the good tidings to

Mr. Fletcher, and described my sisters happiness and joy that at last she had a Baby son
of her own-Then he told me later that letter done away with all his doubts of me. Still
he kept rne waiting longer than Mother thought necessary, finally the situation grew so
bad at home until we agreed not to see each other until he could get some necessary
repairs done at the old home place, then it turned out he did not get all done he had
planned to do. A successful Strawberry grower and truck grower can' t do much else. So
anyhow we were married Christmas day. His brother.and the Notary Republic came
about time we sat down to dinner, and .the ceremony was soon over. His brother and Mr.
Wardedroffle:ft, and we returned to our dinner, But strange to say it was perfectly
tasteless to me then, Altho we had my, or one of my favorite dishes. Pork Pellau. They
tied my trunk on the back of the buggie and I brought my favorite lcitten in my lap, and
we set out for my new home. It had been misty and raining that morning, but the Sun
come out at noon and the wind blowed all the clouds away and it turned freezing cold, I
caught cold and one whole side of my face broke out in cold sores and blisters the next
day. Believe me those Blisters caused me to take a lot of teasing until they got well. I
think we went on to Mrs. Wombles for supper that night. They were all proud that Uncle

Jim had married at last, and al seemed to approve of his choice of a wife. In fact all his
relatives seemed to approve of me and like me. I think they could tell I loved him very
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much, and if they felt like I was too young to be a step-mother to his Daughter, I never
heard any thing about it. Ever one was glad that Ruby had someone to be here at night
with her for her Father was often late getting in nights and she had to stay at her cousin
Mandys and they just didn't have room hardly for their ? own Brood. Just a 2 room
shack with a leanto as shed room built on back And no front porch, but they were so
friendly that it was a regular gathering place for friends and neighbors and relatives on
Mr.Wombles side of the house. But the yard was clean and shady with two or three
Chinaberry trees.
Later on after we got our organ our home was the attraction to the young folks of
the community, The girls played the organ.and sung, and when they tired of that we all
played games. I was young and had lots of good wholesome fun with the younger crowd
and they all respected me and the boys made no passes at me, and Mr. Fletcher was proud
of me knew I was faithful and trusted me and was glad I could enjoy my self. Also I
mingled well with the older folks and enjoyed their company liked to visit his Old
acquaintances and especially his sister, she was much older than Mr. Fletcher as him and
his Brother Bob were the two youngest children. So all of Sister Maggies children were
older than me except the last two Leila and Arthur, Leila was 16 or 17 and the boy was 6
or 7, and cute as could be I always had a special place in my heart for him. All Maggies
children were married but three and he got married pretty soon after we did. And we had
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an invite to what they called an infair dinner for the groom to be, just his family-He had
never met me Altho I had seen him at Dover church a time or two I did not know him.
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So he asked one of his sisters ''whos that good looking girl" They told him you better be
careful boy that' s your Uncle Jims new Wife! so someone told me later on. it wasn't too
long before he and his girl got married She was Miss Campbell. Her name was Maud.
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THE LLOYD LEE FLETCHER STORY
My Life and Times
Prologue
For a long time now my youngest offspring, Cynthia Rose Ciavarella, has been
on my case to write something autobiographical. She has a deep sense of family and has
always displayed a keen interest in the history of the family. So I have decided that I will
make some attempt to set down things that have happened in my life, how they occurred
and how they affected me and those close to me. I have 'my job cut out, I think.
I have begun this work on 11 November 1994 on Veterans Day. I don't think the date
has any particular significance on the matter, I just finally decided to write something. I
have a lot oftime now performing a labor oflove. I am taking care ofElna in her last
days with us.
Today is February 13, 1996, over a year since I first started this mission. At this rate
I will never get very far in putting down the facts (and fiction?) that has made up my life
so far. I do like to v\Trite, and for some time I satisfied it by publishing The Fletcher
Chronicles every ~o weeks. That became·a bit burdensome since I felt a pressure to get
them out on a timely basis. The length of time between the entries in this paper points
out my reluctance to be regular in my writing.
Today is April17, 1997 and although I have accomplished a lot in the past year and a
half, there is still much to be done. It seems as ifl can do my writing only when the
desire descends on me, and it has been dormant for some time, but I feel it stirring once
again. I have completed some ten chapters of this story, but it is far from finished, and I
suspect that it will never be finished to my satisfaction.
The date today is November 1, 1998. I have been neglecting my writing for a long time
now, and I am not sure when I will get back to it, if ever. I would like to finish up some
ofthe latter part of my life, but the will to write is hard to find these days. At least I am
looking at it once again.

Chapter 1: The Beginning

I

was born in a rural farmhouse in west central Florida, not far from the small town
of Plant City. My father had homesteaded the sixty acres where the house was built,
and steadily increased his holdings until at his death he held title to some 430 acres.
He was, to my knowledge, one of the most successful farmers in the state of Florida
at that time, having largely mechanized the farming operations in the early part of
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the second decade of the 20th century. I have heard that he was written up in the 1924
Florida Who's Who as one of Florida's most successful farmers. However, I have never
researched this to ascertain if it is true.
This was the second marriage for my father, having sired a girl, Ruby, by his first
marriage. I have very little knowledge about his early life, and precious little of his later
life since he died when I was quite young, attending the third grade at the Cork Academy
School. My early memories of him was that he took me everywhere with him in his Ford
Model T truck. He would buy me a Coca Cola that was so delicious to my young taste
buds, but at the same time so burny. He would then urge me to hurry up and finish it, but
I just couldn' t hurry it too much. On one of our excursions we ran across a paving crew
that was making the first efforts at putting down asphalt on the Lake Thonotasassa road.
It was only about an eight foot strip, enough for one car. Although the crew had tried to
keep people off it while it was hot, this didn't register with my father and he drove up on
the newly laid pavement, much to the consternation.of the crew that was working on it.
After my father's death I thought it would be a good idea if my mother, who was still
quite young, in her thirties, to remarry. She finally did just that, meeting and marrying
De Rex Williams, out of Macon, GA. I think he might have been married before, but my
memory in this area is vague. My three younger sisters adored him. It was not quite the
same with me. I would never be able to call him my father, as the girls did. In fact, I had
a hard time calling him anything at all. As the years went by my respect for him declined
but the girls never wavered. He made my mother happy, and I have to give him his credit
for that. He was a hard worker, although a rather inept one, in my opinion. He held me
to the same standards that he did for himself. It was not unusual for me to work in the
field all day, fi.·om sunup to sunset, with an hour or-so off for lunch. I think that was
asking a bit too much for a young boy. I did not have a chance, while in high school, to
participate in extracurricular activities or sports because I had to hurry home to help with
the chores and other work on the farm.
My first nine years of schooling was spent at the Cork Academy, graduating from the
ninth grade there along with eight classmates in 1931. This was just at the beginning of
the Big Depression as it applied to the State of Florida. At that tim~ I announced to my
mother that my school days were over, and that I was ready to make my way in the
world. She would have none of this, however, and in fall of 1932 I entered Plant City
High School. I did not have any trouble with the academics there and graduated in 1935
high up in the top ten of a class of 83 students.
During those years Florida was very sparsely settled and I had few friends. In the
early years I spent a lot of time with my first cousin, Fletcher Brantley who was about
four years my senior. My half sister and her family lived only about a half-mile away,
and that was considered close neighbors. I grew up pretty much with my half nephew,
Aubrey Harwell, who was about three years my junior. During my High Scho.ol days I
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met Willard Whitehurst, his family having recently moved from Medulla, a phosphate
mining town. His father was a foreman with one of the mining companies, and was
considered to be quite lucky having such a good job during the height of the depression.
We became lifelong friends and remain so until this day.
My mother remained close to her-sisters, and probably a bit more with my Aunt
Frances, who was married to Lawrence Brantley. Fletcher was their oldest child and their
only son. There were four girls in the family, Winnifred, Eloise and the twins, Frances
and Lorna. Lawrence was a strawberry farmer on a sharecropping basis in Valrico. This
was also the home of my maternal grandparents who eventually left there and lived in
one of my father's sharecroppers houses until the death of my grandmother. After that
my grandfather went to live out his remaining years with my Aunt E lsie Courter in Safety
Harbor.
The Brantley family as I knew it is gone now. Fletcher, the oldest, was the ftrst to go.
He was a brilliant student, having skipped two grades in school, but almost a complete
failure in life. We had a lot of fun together growing up, but once he gained adulthood his
life seemed to fall apart. Winifred, the next in line, was the last to expire, dying in 1995.
She was a rather taciturn person, hard to get along with while we were growing up. The
next child, Eloise, was just the opposite. Lively, outgoing and happy to be alive most of
the time. The twins were always a joy to be around. They were identical beautiful girls
and lived life to the fu1Iest. They both died yotmg. Frances in an auto accident and
Lorna of a heart attack. They were living in California at the time. Frances had met a
young navy flyer while working in the air base in Miami. The three girls, the twins and
my sister Theresa, followed him out there and they were later married. Theresa met
Clark Egbert while out there and they were married in Reno, Nevada.
My Aunt Carrie was the youngest of the Walker daughters, and her family played a
large part in my early life, although not to the extent of the Brantleys. Uncle Fabian
seemed to move around a bit, having spent a spell down on Lake Okeechobee farming,
then back to Englewood as a commercial fisherman. My mother used to send me to visit
with them for a couple or three weeks during the summer and I had lots of fun with my
cousins. There were four of them, Lucille being the eldest, then Harold Frank, Marjory
Daw, and the youngest, Fabian Malone known all his life as FM.
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Chapter2:The Depression Years and Early
Washington
My first year in High School was a truncated one, having two month of the normal
nine month term cut off. This was 1933 and the depression had hit Florida fully and
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bard. There was not enough money to finish out the academic year. Frank Robert's
father was going to the Lake Okeechobee region to work in the bean fields that spring,
and for whatever other work he could find. He was taking Frank with him and offered to
take me along and I went. It was hard work picking beans but quite an experience for
me. Frank and I had a lot of time to wander around, up and down the drainage canals
with a .22 caliber rifle shooting snakes and such. After a couple of months the bean
' growing season came to an end and I returned to my home in Plant City.
The next two (and final) years of high school passed without"incident. I worked at
home on the farm during the summer, and before and after school. My stepfather was
quite a taskmaster and I never had enough time to go out for sports, or other such
extracurricular activities. Going out for football or other sports that took a lot of time
was out of the question. I studied agriculture, that being my whole way of life in those
days. I was a member of the Future Fari:ners of America. I liked my agricultural studies
and learned a lot about scientific farming but my stepfather would have none of the
newfangled ideas. He admitted that I had a lot of good ideas, but he could accept one of
them because they all consisted of attempts on my part for getting out of work. I think I
had the last laugh since I became a manager and made a good living at it. Management is
nothing more than a little common sense, and trying to figure out how to do things better
and faster. He was too old-fashioned and hardheaded to accept anything of that nature.
Our conflicts were to continue until I frnally left the farm for good.
Early in my High School days I became acquainted with the Whitehurst family that
was to play a large part in my life. Mr. Whitehurst had build a grand house on the comer
of two country roads at that time unnamed. They are now named Whitehurst Road and
Boot Bay Road. I was with my father when he cut down the trees to make a connection
between a bit of his property there and the Lake Thonotasassa road. Since the Model T
truck road very high off the ground he did not see fit to cut the trees too low to the
ground. Sometime afterwards along comes a man driving a Buick, I believe it was, and
tore the oil pan off his expensive car. Needless to say, he was very irate about how my
father went about building roads, but he could do nothing about it.
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Mr. Whitehurst was one of the "lucky ones who had a decent job during the
depression. He was a supervisor at on of the phosphate mining operations in the area.
His wife died not too long after I become acquainted with them leaving him to raise the
six children on his own. They consisted of four boys whose names, in the order of their
age, was Fritz, Willard, Owen, William and the youngest, Rudolph always known to us
all as Buddy. The only girl, Frances, was sandwiched in between Owen and William.
She-was my first girl friend and I went with her a long time but frnally the separation, me
being in Washington and her in Florida put an end to it.
There was not a great many ways to keep teenagers amused back then. Square
dancing became one of the outlets for us and it didn't cost anything. The Whitehurst
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house had a large living room and it became the center for many happy hours doing the
square dances to the beat of local musicians who played for the love of it. After a wbile
the dances there started to attract undesirable elements and had to be brought to and end.
Most of the music was made by guitars and fiddles with an occasional accordion or other
instrUJnent to add luster to the combos.
Some time in the early or mid tbirties the Civilian Conservation Corps was brought
into being as part of the National Recover Act that President Roosevelt had passed and
put into effect. This program allowed young men to go to their camps and work. The
pay was $30 per month, with $25 being sent to home of the participant, and the other
$5.00 being given to the enrollee for his personal expenses. These expenses weren't
much as our room and board and medical attention were all taken care of by US Army
personal who were charged with the administration of the facilities. The camps were
scattered all over the country and dealt primarily with agricultural and forestry matters, as
I remember. Willard and Owen Whitehurst and I enrolled in this program some time
after we were out of High School. Willard was sent to the southern part of Louisiana,
down in Cajun country and Owen and I wound up in an Agricultural camp in Leeseville,
LA. This location was near the Texas border, about halfway up the state. It was here
that I experienced my fust snowfall and it was a sight to behold for this Florida boy. I
don't think I have ever seen snow just like that again. It was not very cold and the large
flakes which seemed to me to be about 2 inches across, came drifting down quite slowly.
I remember the occasion quite fondly, there in the ·piney woods of Louisiana.
After a few months Willard's camp in Cajun country closed down and he was transferred
to Leesville with Owen and me. Before he left he had developed a love of the Cajun
country and the people living there. He continued to visit with them from time to time
for many years afterwards. Always the athlete and organizer he soon had a camp
baseball team put together and was scheduling games with other amateur teams in the
area. After about seven or eight months, we enrolled for six month enlistments but it was
easy to break these, Owen and I got homesick and decided to call it quits. Willard stayed
on for some time, completing bis commitment.
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Not long after I graduated from Plant City High School Willard, Owen and I went to
Lakeland and took a Civil Service test for the position of Printer' s Apprentice for the
United States Government Printing Office. Tbis was in 1935 and we heard nothing for a
couple of years. Then I got a query from the U. S. Department of Agriculture regarding
my availability for a position with them. The applicable examination list for tbis job had
been exhausted and they were using the Printer's Apprentice exam to hire messengers.
The position was that of Assistant Messenger with the princely stipend of $1080 per year,
which I thought was a princely sum at the time. (The list from the messenger
examination had been exhausted, and they were selecting from the Printer's Apprentice
list). It was not long before I had completed all the forms, the physical examination, and
was on my way to Washington to start my c~eer in the government. I was ecstatic about
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the move, but pretty diffident about the new life I was to commence. And rightfully so,
as it turned out.
I rode up on the train on a Sunday, spent the night in a cheap hotel near Union
Station, and went bunting the Department of Agriculture the next morning. I had an idea
about where it w&s, but was unsuccessful in finding it. I finally took a cab, a new
experience for me, and it took me the two blocks to the Department where I was to work
for the next three years. The other Assistant Messengers (I stress Assistant as there was
only one messenger who had the title of Chief Messenger) took me under their wing
immediately as if they knew how lost I was. As the western songs says "I was Country
when Country Wasn't Cool." They got me out of the hotel and into the boarding house
where ~uite a few of them lived. It was located on Rhode Island Avenue, between 13th
and 141 Streets in the Northwest Quadrant of the City. The cost of room and board for a
month was $35.00 out of the take home pay of$44.85 that I was receiving twice each
month. Nothing much was taken out in those days. I think we were contributing
something like 1 Yz% towards retirement and that was it.
There were eight or ten of us and it was quite an eclectic group. In those days
governmental jobs were really something to strive for. One ofthe boys was from South
Carolina, and, to nw knowledge, the only one there that bad been hired from the
Messenger list. His name was O'Neal Rutland. Two or three were political appointees,
which says something for the way things were done during the depression. The mother
of one was the Michigan Representative of the Republican Party. Several were from
New York City, one from Brooklyn, another from the Bronx, and it was the first time I
had been around people of the Jewish faith. Charles Abramowitz was one of them who
was a brilliant scholar. He had made close to 100 on the Civil Service exam, whereas the
guy from South Carolina had squeaked by on a mere 75. Both were to become good
friends to me, and figured largely in my life in the early years in and around Washington,
D.C.
ltil~PI~IJ
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I lived at the boarding house for over a year. It was a pretty much fun time. One of
the boarders name was Bill Murphy, an Irish lad with a slightly better job than we
"Assistant Messengers", and he had a car. He was a real spark plug among us, and was
always ready for anything. The car gave him a lot of flexibility, and it was the only one
owned by anyone in the house. TheNew York contingent was always ready for a trip
home and he was more than ready to oblige on several occasions. Once we all decided to
go up in the middle of the night and hopped into the car and were off. That was my first
look at the fabled Times Square, at about six o' clock in the morning. It was
disappointing. I had it pictured in my mind as a very exciting place, something akin to
the center of the universe as I knew it then. The place was deserted and lots of trash
littering the streets. Thankfully, we did not linger long there and proceeded to the home
of one of the boys where we rested up a bit and got a little much needed sleep.
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At another time several of us piled into Bill's car and drove up to see the 1939
World's Fair that was in Flushing Meadows on the outskirts ofNew York City. That was
a very interesting visit indeed. We had only one day to devote to it. The fair was a
tremendous success, as I remember it. It was the first time television had been
demonstrated publicly, I think. We were at the beginning of a new technological age
which was to continue until this day. Many of the features of the fair have escaped my
memory, but it was a fascinating time, nevertheless.
I met another of my life long friends here. His name was Philip Casius. He was a
good looking man of Spanish ancestry. He would become quite irritated when people
asked him about his nationality. He would tell them that his ancestors came over with the
conquistadors over four hundred years ago. He was born in a small coal mining town in
Colorado and was married to a stunning looking woman but the marriage did not last
long. She visited him once while were living together in the boarding house. Later he
was to marry again, this time to another stunning beauty, a blonde whereas his first wife
was a brunette and had a Latin look about her. His second marriage was successful and
they remained together until his death some time in the early 90's.

O'neal Rutland's brother, Ted, and his wife Cora rented a house at 909 .19th Street in
South Arlington, Virginia. This is right around the corner from Crystal City as it exists
today. The houses are still there but I don't think they will be able to last a good deal
longer, not with the pressure for current development in that area. O'neal and I moved in
with them to help with the rent and expenses. We all lived there fairly harmoniously. It
was here that I purchased my first car. I had already risen to the position of CAF 1, which
is what the newer GS 1 was before. It was a 1935 Ford V8 which was something of a
speedy car with very poor brakes (the old push rod type), lousy suspension and poor
steering qualities. It cost me $235 if memory serves me right. I nearly got killed in it on
more than one occasion but managed to survive it.
il{lll'l~ t

The Rutland's were from South Carolina, and Ted's wife Cora was from Savannah,
GA. All of us being southerners allowed us to get along reasonably well. O'Neal was
engaged to a girl in South Carolina, and would occasionally talk me into driving down for
the weekend. He had fixed me up with a girl whose first name was Frankie, and who
could sing like the proverbial bird. I became quite fond of her and I think she liked me
quite a lot. I was still enamored with Frances Whitehurst and couldn't get very serious
with her. O'Neal was later married to his girl, and I supposed they lived happily for
many years I lost track of them after the war.· They are still living in Orangeburg, SC.
Once Elna and I on the way to Florida spent the night in a motel near Orangeburg and I
looked them up in the phone book, but didn't pursue the matter any further.
About a year later I moved again, this time to North Arlington in the Lee Heights
- area. This was a private home where the lady of the house took in a few boarders. She
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was an excellent cook, and I really enjoyed that part of it. She wasn 't too easy to get
along with, and after a few months Phil Casias, Hank Schroeder and I rented an
apartment in Anacostia in the Southeast Quadrant of the city. At that time Anacostia was
a fairly nice place to live. We had the third and top floor of the apartment building and it
was not air conditioned and extremely hot during the summer time. During this time Phil
decided to buy a new car, a Chevrolet. He paid $850 for it brand new. By this time my
old Ford V8 had about had it. I gave it to Phil to trade in on the Chevrolet with the
understanding that he would allow me to use it from time to time. Phil was working at
the Veterans Administration at the time, and it was from there that he met Henry
Schroeder. Although Hank and I did not get along very well. He seemed to think I was
not very ambitious, just another southern boy. Later, after the war, when the three of us
got together for a reunion he admitted that he based this mostly on the fact that I would
take a nap on Saturday afternoon. To Hank that was the mark of a person who had little
to look forward to in the future. He also marveled at the fact that I held the highest
position of the three of use at that time. A situation that had not changed when we were
all retired.
Washington was really like a small provincial town in those days but it was big time
glamour to me and I thoroughly enjoyed living there for the three years and a few months
before the war broke out. Phil and I were great friends and he had been divorced from
his first wife for some time. Hank did not fit in with out plans very well. He was
engaged to a girl back in his native Buffalo, NY and played it pretty straight. He was not
· much for night life, but Phil and I were acquainted with every bar in the city, and some
on the outskirts, and parts of Baltimore were not unknown to us.
All this good life came crashing down on Pearl Harbor day. I was immediately called
by the draft and Phil wasn't far behind. Hank·was handicapped, having had polio as a
youngster and had a bad leg as a result, and had to wear a brace on it. By this time he had
decided to get married, and he agreed to buy our share of the furniture. He and his new
wife continued to live there for some months. Phil and I were off to fight the good war.

Cllapter 3: The War Years

I

was ordered to report to Camp Blanding, FL on the 5th of January, 1946. I had
registered for the draft in Plant City on the theory that most of the southern draftees
.
were being sent north, and I liked the idea of being somewhere in the vicinity of the
Washin~on I had grown to love so well. Three days later, on January 8th, I was
sworn into the U.S. Army. My theory about the troop deployment was pretty good.
About half of my fellow draftees were sent back to Virginia bases, and the other half was
sent to the US Army Air Force in a newly activated base in Tampa, Drew Field. Of
course that would have pleased me too, but such was not to be. One of the guys going to
Tampa stated ratht1r smugly, I thought, that one had to make over 100 on the Army
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General Competency Test, generally known as the AGCT, to be admitted to the Army

Air Force. I nursed something of an inferiority complex over this for some time, feeling I
was not qualified to be in the Air Force.
My Army career started with my name being called out while I was standing in ranks
waiting for the powers to be to inspect my newly issued clothing and gear. After
responding, the question was asked if I could type, which I could very well having
)earned in High School, and bought an old second hand Underwood typewriter shortly
afterwards. The next morning I reported to the Induction Center of Camp Blanding for
duty. Never mind basic training. We had a little training by one of the sergeants, about
bow to salute and other really basic matters, but never learned the fme art of marching,
etc.
I spent about six months at the Induction Station, raising rapidly in rank to that of
Sergeant due mainly, I think, to my skills with a typewriter. Also, I like to think that my
knack as a manager was coming out at that time. Many of the qualified people were
applying for the Army Air Force pilot training program. It took at least a 120 score of the
AGCT for this application. I had learned after a few weeks in the Army that I had made
133 on the test, and felt a lot better about that smug little rascal that had made the snide
remark earlier. Anyhow, I didn't think the war was going to last for nine months, the
time it took to fmish the pilot training and opted, instead, for the Infantry Officer
Candidate School in Fort Benning, GA and was accepted.
The selection of the Infantry School was a big mistake. Although I fairly easily
mastered the academics of becoming and Infantry Officer my lack of basic training
proved a handicap that was not to be over come in the mere 90 days allowed to complete
the course. I had a ball with the training for gunnery, tactics and all the basic elements of
the Infantry. All this training was held in the Harmony Church area ofFort Benning,
GA. It was a hectic time indeed. The course was filled with enlistees like me, and with
.old army types who were either interested in, becoming officers, or interested in getting
. out ofbad assignments. Several of the old army types had signed up merely to get back
to the United States from foreign assignments. For .the most part, however, it was a
dedicated bunch and I enjoyed my association with them. Strangely enough, it was the
old army types that seemed to be the most disappointed when I failed the last cut. At this
time I had been in the program 80 days. It was a disastrous time for me, but to look at it
philosophically, it was probably for the best. znd Lieutenant Infantry Officers were in
great demand in those days, and their life expectancy extremely short.
·
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Interview Questions
Oral History of Theresa Loise Egbert
29 November 2003
1. I know that your mother was born here in Florida, but why did your father move here
from Mississippi? (.36)
2. What do you remember about your Father's parents? (civil war service) (1.39)
3. What do you remember of your Mother's parents? (2.00)
4. You have mentioned before those who were born in this house and those who died
here, could you list them to me again? (3.49)
5. Were you present at the birth of your younger brother, DeRex? (4.31)
6. What do you remember of the event? (5.01)

7. Was this typical? (5.31)
8. Did your mother ever discuss birthing with you? What did she say of it? (5.53)
9. What is your earliest memory of this house? (6.05)
10. What was a typical week like growing up here?(7.45)
11 . What was your favorite meal? Least favorite?(10.55)
12. Did you eat what was raised on this farm?(l3.41)
13. How did the farm work? (economically speaking, did customers come to the farm,
did he sell to distributors, or go to a small market, or other) (14.24)
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14. Was there hired help on the farm or was it kept up by the family only? (15.34)
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15. What were your chores? (16.20)
16. What was your favorite pastime as a young girl? (19.24)
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17. Did you enjoy school? (20.13)
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18. What school did you attend? (20.30)
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19. How many students were in your class? (21.15)
20. What was a typical school day like? (22.15)
21. What did you take in your lunch? (23.10)
22. Did most children in your community attend? skipped
23. How did you spend the holidays? (26.58)
24. Were there any weddings held in this house? skipped
25. Can you remember how any particular event or time period affected the farm in any
, serious way? (depression, hurricane ... ) (29. 36)
26. Do you remember your parents ever reminiscing of previous hardships they endured
before your time? (32.00)
I know that your blood father passed away when you were but 2 and that you consider
your mother's .second husband your real father, but for the purposes of clarification
during this interview I will refer to DeRex I as your step-father. Is this okay?
27. Did your stepfather serve in WWI? (details ... branch, rank, location, experience)
(34.52)
28. How did WWI & II affect your life on the farm? (skipped)
29. Was this typical in the community? (skipped)
30. I know you were very young at the time, but do you remember any affects of
prohibition on your life on the farm? Or your parents opinions of it? (36.41)
31. What about sports, baseball in particular, did its popularity affect your life in any
way? (37.14)
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32. Do you remember your family's first automobile? (37.43)
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33. Tell me about your frrstjob? (39.21)
34. What was your opinion ofPresident Hoover? (or your parents' opinion) (40.14)
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35. How about F.D.R.? (40.29)
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36.FDR enacted the WPA and the CCC, do your remember any of the affects of the
projects? (40.40)
37.Do you think the New Deal worked? (skipped)

Part II
1. I understand that you left Florida for California in 1945 and did not return until1955.
What prompted this move? (46.59)
2. How did you meet your husband? (49.10)
3. After you were married, were you separated while Grandpa served in the Navy?
(50.09)
4. Do you remember the first time that you voted? (51.21)
5. As a woman, did you feel restricted in any way? (53.00)
6. What prompted your return to Florida? (55.15)
7. Describe some of the changes that struck you upon your return to Florida. (56.00)
8. What was a typical week like, in this house as an adult in the 50's?(58.02)
9. Was the farm still a main source of income? (1.00.58)
10. When did the farm cease to be the main income? (skipped)
11. Was it ever profitable as a farm for you and Grandpa?(1.02.26)
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12. What did you and he grow or what animals did you raise? (1.03.1 0)
13. When did Grandpa start to work at Feaster's? (1.03.25)
14. As a carpenter, did grandpa make many changes to this house? (1.03.45)
15. When did you get a telephone? (1.05.13)
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16. How did it work? (1.06.17)
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17. Did you have a party line? (1.06.27)
18. How did it change your life?(l.06.39)
19. When did you get a T.V.? (1.06.48)
20. Did you eat T.V. dinners? (1.08.20)
21. In what ways did having a television change your life? (1.07.58)
22. What were the staple foods that you made for the children? (1.09.24)
23. The 60s were tumultuous times all over the country. What specific changes did you
notice in your community as a result of the civil rights movements?(1.12.14)
24. Having 4 girls, did you see any striking difference in them compared to yourself, as a
result of the women's liberation movement or other influences of the time? (1.18.39)
25. How did the changes in ideology of the 60s affect you? (1.17 .14)
26. Did you watch Neil Armstrong take the first steps on the moon? (1.08.55)
27. How big of an event was this to you? Do you remember your feelings as you
watched? (1.09.02)
28. How do you remember President Kennedy? (1.19 .31)
29. Where were you when he was assassinated? skipped
30. I know that your younger brother was killed in Vietnam, how did this affect you?
(1.21.25)
31. Did your political views change as a result of the Vietnam War? (1.23.00)
J

I
I

32. Whom do you remember as your favorite President? (1.23.52)

Reflections

1. Does being able to raise your children in the house that you were born and raised in
have any particular meaning? (1.26.17)
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2. How important is/or what meaning does this house have to you now? (1.28.06)
3. How do you envision this house in the future? What would you like to see take place
here? (1.29.01)
4. Is there any event or memory that I have not asked you about in this interview that
you would like to add? (1.30.05)
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Interview Questions
Oral History of Lloyd Lee Fletcher 03 March 2003.

1]mow that your mother was born here in Florida, but why did your father move here
from Mississippi?
What do you remember of your father's parents? (civil war service?, were they born in
Mississippi, what did they do?)
Your mother's parents?
What is your earliest memory of this house?
Did you have a favorite spot in the house?
What was a typical week like growing up here?
How did the farm work? (Economically speaking, did customers come to the farm; did he
sell to distributors or go to a small market, or other?)

What was your favorite meal? Least favorite?

What were your chores?
What was your favorite past time as a young boy?
Please tell me about the first time you ever had a Coke-a-Cola.
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Did you enjoy school?
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What school did you attend?
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How many students were in your class?
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What was a typical day like?
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What did you take in your lunch?
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How did you spend the holidays?
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Can you remember any particular event that affected the farm in any way? (political,
depression, hurricane, etc.)

Do you remember your parents ever reminiscing of past hardships they endured before
your time?

How did the Wars affect life on the farm?
Was this typical in the community?
Do you remember any affects of prohibition, or your parents opinions of it?
What about sports,.baseball in particular, did its popularity affect your life in any way?
Do you remember your family's first car?
Was it a dramatic change in you life?
Tell me about your first job?
What was your opinion of President Hoover?
How about FDR?
I know your worked at one tome for the CCC, what exactly did you do?
What were your feelings about the WPA and CCC? Was this typical in the community?
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Do you think the New Deal worked?
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When did you leave Florida? Why?
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Telephone?
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TV?
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Is there a special feeling coming back here now? What does it mean or represent to you?
What are the most dramatic changes you see in this area now compared to when you were
growing up here?
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HoW do you envision this house in the future? What would you like to see take place

here?
Is there any memory or event that I have not asked you about in this interview?
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APPENDIX 9
PROJECTILE POINTS FOUND ON FLETCHER PROPERTY

All points from the middle archaic period ranging from 7,500-5,000 years old.
Above: classified as Levy Below: classified as Putnam
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APPENDIX 10
OVERDUE CROP LEIN NOTICE

;•:

!·2\~~~~~:/''

.-:'<.
}

...

.~- ;:,; ,· -':·- ".:·;;"\:?,?~~:

'

ElJZIWENCY CROP AND~ FEBD LOAN. OFFICE
· Farm Credit Administration
Columbia., .. :South Cal'()lina

•.·

PAYlllifJTS HADE TO J.Jfi PERSON O'l'HE~ THAN. DIRECTLY TO i-. Dl!LY) AUTHOiUZEii
REPRESEHTATIV'~ OF THE EliERGEI!CY CROP .UID FEED LOAU SECTIOlUIILL NOT
CONSTITUTE PAYMENT TO THE GOVE:UIMENT. EACH AUTHO.!UZED REPRESENTATIVE
IS PROVIDED h~TH AN IDE~ITIFICATION CARD.
P+ant City, Florida
February 18, 1942

.

;

.

.

,

,

~

~

~

~

?.:r. Denex i'•!illio.ms
Route 1, Box 306
i?lant C:ity, Florida

_____

_,....

-

;•~

•;.

...
'
____ ·----· --·:.• ····.--

:~;~-=--~-::~-!..1.:-~L - ·~""~.':,; . .~~ . . - .:..~.~1·r~~:-<:~·~- ·• ...~.-.., _; ·.· :-·~-'"-~·...c.-=·· -CJ-~~~~

Dear Sir :
I·

It may not be necessary for tl1is office' to bring ..to your ~ttention
your loan· which is due this ·office •:. The crops ar_e J!!Orlgaged to th.i s
.office, and the loan is due -and payabie as the ~rops · are ~sposed. of . .
If the buyer of your crops does _not witl'll1old the _·required ~mount to
be applied on your loan, it is io~tr dti:ty>tp . ci~ll ·a t 'tnis office and
pay to an authorized repre.s ent·a t;ive ·the prociee:ds deri:Ved from the
sale of all crops until your Qoin is paid tn full. · Because th~ buyer
fails to withhold the proceeds for payment ·of your accoUnt does not
relieve you of your responsibility).z:t the lea'st.·. The indebtedness is
yours, and must be paid by you, and the sooner paid, the bette·r .
.

f

.

To use the proceeds of mortgaged crops for any other purpo~e (even_to
plant another crop) is a Federal offense.
Your

ful~

cooperation in the repayment of your lqan is expected.

-·very ·tftlly-'yo\J.rs·,

d

Jf< e-e~-

A. ·11 . Coleman
State E'.;ted;ck Supervisor
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APPENDIX 11
PAGE FROM ACCOUNT BOOK OF FLETCHER ESTATE
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APPENDIX 12
TELEGRAM FROM THERESA FLETCHER
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APPENDIX 13
SWAMP FOX CLUB ESSAY

The Swamp Fox Club
By: Nancy L. Egbert
Growing up in the country setting of Plant City had its advantages. The Swamp
Fox Club was but one of those quaint little charming memories of my childhood. Not
"just anyone" could be a member of this exclusive club. One had to be an Egbert or the
cousin of an Egbert! There were seven members in all. Four were the male cousins of
the Egberts (Craig, Victor, David, and Doyle) and three were the Egbert sisters (Linda,
Shelly, and Nancy). Of course, there were two younger Egberts who were not allowed to
be m~mbers of the club ... after all, what did they know, they were just kids (that would
be Peggy and Kevin).
Like all exclusive clubs, The Swamp Fox Club had its elegant charm and
beauty. It was carefully bidden away and the only people who knew it existed were the
seven members. What did parents know ... they had an idea that this club existed, but
they never set foot in the club. We made sure no one would set foot in the club except
the members. The club was deep in the swamp of the Egbert homestead. One had to
sway through muck, palmettos, and over-growth to reach the secret area where only the
"foxy" members were allowed.
There was no formal clubhouse, only a special "fox den" located in total natural
surroundings with swamp moss, bugs, alligators, trees, and sometimes knee-high water.
There was a large log in our special place. We would sit around and have "meetings."
Important things were discussed. Things like ... Mrs. Wright, our school's Dean of Girls,
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who would not allow girls to wear mini skirts above the knees. And then there were the
girls who got caught smoking in the girls' bathroom. I made sure my oldest sister, Linda,

didn't ever find out that I snuck into the attic to listen while she and her girlfriend
talked about "boy stuff." The club is also where I made my big plan to skip school with
my cousin, David, and pick strawberries all day long to earn $10.00 (that was big money
compared to my $1.00 per week allowance).
I still think to this day that some of the other Swamp Fox Club members would
smoke cigarettes when I was not present at the meetings. They probably thought I would
"tell." And they were probably right!
At any rate, the memories of The Swamp Fox Club brought secUrity and a sense
of belonging to my childhood days. There are plenty of cherished childhood memories,
but "The Swamp Fox Club" is one that my sisters and cousins have in common and is
remembered fondly around family gatherings.
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How the
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It was the war that divided Amerjca - -

.

.

.

.

Saigon, the Vietnam War is.- still a painful
.
. for the second time. The only war the
memory many don't lik.~ to talk about and
.others would just as S()qn forget.
United States ever lost.
And just as Americans tried at the turn
Some.2.6 million young men and
women - many barely old enough to vote . of the 20th century tp put t:b;e Civil War
· or drink- were sent Offto Vietnam in the ·: behind them,.the co~try str~ggles 100
_1960~ and '.70s to fight a war that few ·
years later to p,~t a, different, .yetironically
similar, conflict' ~ut of lnind: ·
see~ed- to understand; by rece~t count,
·. One thing is ·certahi' about Vietnam: For
58,219 Americans died.
· ~ ~·
. .Ill th~ Tainpa Bay area, huriclr~ds of· · those who fought, pray~~ tor loved ·ones
or even protested·, fueir.fures would never
soldiers w~re sent off to·track ·do~ ·
.
·' ·.
I.
,
<be. the.·same: '
"Charlie"; some 3~0 p~qshed: .
- '···are :~orne of their stories.
Tweiity-:five.year:s' after.,,the fali.of ·.· ' ·
::
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Capt. DeRex
Williams Jr. enlisted
in .the Air Force after
gr~duating frorn
P.l~'r\t City High .
Sc_hool. He was
teaching in 1967
when he volunteered
to -go to VIetnam.
"He wanted to be
wt1ere the action
was," his sister
Theresa Egbert says.
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·Ahigh~flying brother

'·'lie

was teaching at the time,"·Egbert recall~....
. · .l'He voltinteered for Vietnam duty. He wanted to be
.
.
where.the action was."
.
.
.
PLANT.CITY- Ther.es'.l Egbert sits atth~ ditiing. .. .·/ :·~: ,Lu§t weer~~ after arriving in Vietn;,un~ Williams
room table, heryoungerbrotl;J.er's medals and_cth.t-' /' waS:iie.ad. :. · . < ;:., ·. ~ , · .· _·: · ; ..
tions sprea,d o!;it <?n t,he ~l?!e:before ~er, r,ec_all4?g .~: _.:, <J;:#~4W.~~:G~P~if<if.minj~~~,-~~~,qP.ais,~~~~, o~ ..~ .,
the· 2-yel!I'-old she dressed_m·her d<?li s clq~es, t4e.:,: ..:: 'A ug: 9i 1967i.iri·ilie 11gerociund area·wlien, he spgt~
handsome Air,Force captain who loved.a party and ... ted a group of ciffioufuiged ene.my vehides.
.
the ,~overed COffin that c:uJle -~ome fro~ Vie!D-am.
ijefl~)'f-ifl' ci,ttre~!OP:,~ej~~!..~O s~eck:them out
He was born and rru.sed nght here m thts
and came i.U{det Iieavy automa~c ~~apons fire.
house," she says.
His unarined plane was liit but still operable, so
The two-story house sits on a tiny lane off U.S.
he remained in the fray to direct the U.S. air attack
92, on the western outskirt:S of Plant City. It's · .
that destroyed the enemy yehicles.
flanked by mobile homes and apartments now, swalIt'was during this attack that his plane was slw.t
lowed up in a hodgepodge of shops and homes bor- down. He was 34 years old, the father of three cliil.~:.
dering the highway.
dren.
·
f:<{~f~:. ·
But when Capt DeRex Williams Jr. was a boy,
Theresa Egbert and her husband had moved\
the century-old homestead was surrounded by
back to her family home in Plant City to be with her
strawberry fields, farmed first by James R Fletcher widowed mother. She was sleeping upstairs when
and, after his death, by his widow, Mattie Mae, and
the three Air Force officers·arrived. One was a
her second husband, DeRex Williams Sr.
chaplain.
Theresa Egbert was 9 years old when DeRex Jr.
'They couldn't wake l!S up," she recalls. "So
was born. ·
·
they roused my sister, Dorothy, wl).o lived across
"He was the pet of the household," she says with the street, and she walked in the front door. We
a gentie smile. "I put my doll dresses on him and
didn't lock our doors·in th_ose days.1 hear?~ comc::urled.his hair. He had the loveliest curls. He didn't motion and went downstairs·. M~a, was sttting on
the front porch, rocking back and forth, sobbing
like it, of course, but he let me do it"
When Williams.graduated from Plant City High
and sobbing, bless her heart"
SchOol, he enlisted in the Air Force; he loved flying.
See BROTHER, Page 10 ...
Then came Viet:D.am.

medals and citationS': the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Alr Medal, the Air
Medal with First Oak Leaf Cluster and
the Purple Heart

Brother
~From

Page 1

Egbert doesn't recall the events of that
night very clearly. .
"It was such a dreadful time you just
block_it out of your mind," she explains.
But she remembers one of the men telling her mother how her brother was
killed and "what a hero he was." And she
remembers trying to console her mother
"as best I ·could."
Days later,.the covered coffin arrived
and Williams.was laid to rest in Oaklawn
Cemetery with full military honors.
Later on - Egbert doesn't recall when
. -Air Force represeptatives brought the

She shakes her head as she surveys
them now, still in mint condition after
more than three decades.
"It was such a dreadful waste," she
says.
''We crawled out of that country and
left the people worse off than they were
before.
·''I'm proud of him, of course, but I'm
mad at him, too. He didn't have to go."
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